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ABSTRACT

TOWARD THE STUDY OF STARS WITH LSST

Troy J. Raen, PhD

University of Pittsburgh, 2022

In this work I present two contributions towards the study of stars: computational model-

ing of the impact of asymmetric dark matter (ADM) on stellar evolution, and the Pitt-Google

community alert broker. Both serve as preparation for the Vera C. Rubin Observatory’s up-

coming Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST). LSST will revolutionize astronomy by

revealing massive numbers of stars. Its nightly “alert” stream will be dominated by the

dynamic life events of 7 million variable stars – caught in the act of flickering, pulsating,

and erupting – and it will broadcast the spectacular deaths of another 0.2 million stars in

supernovae. Its final catalog will contain 17 billion resolved stars in active and quiescent

phases. These unprecedented sample sizes will both enable long-term population studies

and contain individual events that are fleeting and exotic for which follow-up observations

will need to be triggered rapidly. I will first discuss the potential impact of ADM. I wrote

a plugin for the code-base Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA) that

models the capture of ADM in stars (via scattering events) and the energy transport that

ensues. Using this code, I ran a grid of stellar models which show that ADM can significantly

alter a star’s internal structure and the timing of its evolution through the standard phases.

I further show that this may have observable effects on the isochrones of LSST star clusters.

Next, I will discuss the Pitt-Google broker which will serve the astronomy community by

ingesting LSST’s torrential alert stream, adding technological and scientific value, and dis-

tributing useful subsets through convenient access methods. Our broker adopts cloud-based

technologies and methods that are unique in the space. Our motivation is to enable broad
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public access to, and scientific analysis of, LSST’s alert stream with a low barrier to entry.

I have developed the infrastructure necessary to run the end-to-end broker, from stream in-

gestion through user access tools. This framework currently processes and serves the nightly

Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF) alert stream. I will discuss the system design, user access,

and ongoing development work.

Keywords: stars: evolution; stars: interiors; stars: low-mass; galaxies: dwarf; dark matter;

asymmetric dark matter; software: data analysis; software: development; software: doc-

umentation; software: public release; alert streams; alert brokers; data services; cloud

computing; .
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The dynamic lives and spectacular deaths of many billions of stars will soon be on display

in unprecedented detail. Starting in 2024, the Vera C. Rubin Observatory’s Legacy Survey

of Space and Time (LSST) will image the southern night sky repeatedly for 10 years through

6 optical filters. It will cover 1,000 times more time-volume space than previous surveys,

thanks to its large étendue and faint limiting magnitudes [LSST Science Collaboration et al.,

2009]. In fact, it will surpass current leaders in a large number of categories – from survey

volume and speed, to data rates and catalog sizes, to astrophysical types and sample sizes

– many by an order of magnitude or more. The array of science it will enable is extremely

broad. Goals throughout four major science themes are driving the design of the system:

(1) Taking an Inventory of the Solar System; (2) Mapping the Milky Way; (3) Exploring

the Transient Optical Sky; and (4) Probing Dark Energy and Dark Matter [LSST Science

Collaboration et al., 2009]. The study of stars will contribute significantly to the last three.

This introductory chapter is organized as follows. In § 1.1, I give a brief overview of the

lifecycles of stars and then discuss stellar structure and evolution1 during the main sequence

(i.e., core hydrogen burning). In § 1.2, I discuss the potential for certain types of dark

matter to be captured by a star and alter its evolution. This is followed by an introduction

to LSST’s alert stream in § 1.3, the community alert brokers selected to serve it, and the

opportunity for cloud computing. Finally, § 1.4 lays out the scope of the dissertation.

1In this text, “evolution” refers to the lifecycle of a single star, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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1.1 STELLAR EVOLUTION

A star is “born” when a core of dense gas within a collapsing molecular cloud becomes

hot enough that the pressure provided by sustained hydrogen fusion balances the inward pull

from gravity, stabilizing it against further collapse. The star will spend most of its life in this

pseudo-equilibrium state, known as the main sequence (MS), burning2 hydrogen fuel into

helium ash in its core and emitting an approximately constant flux of photons from its surface.

When the fuel supply in the core runs out, fusion ends and stops providing pressure support

against gravitational collapse. After this, stellar fates diverge. Some stars cycle through

periods of core contraction followed by fusion-powered stability, burning successively heavier

elements into new ones, each more quickly than the last. Others don’t. None can sustain

the cycle forever. When they run out of fuel that they can compress enough to burn, they

“die”. Some ultimately find a new balance from quantum mechanics, with their extremely

dense cores supported by electron- or neutron degeneracy pressure, radiating their leftover

heat into space for eons. Others go out with a bang as supernovae; they partially collapse

and then explode, ejecting large amounts of matter and energy into space. Still others may

simply continue collapsing, all the way down to black holes. If a star has a companion,

and most do, they may be distant or close. If they are close enough to interact (other than

gravitationally) the results run the gamut from symbiotic to catastrophic.

Mass: The single biggest determinant of a star’s evolutionary path is its mass at “zero-age

main sequence” (ZAMS), when the pressure supplied by fusion first balances gravity and the

star stabilizes. All stars experience the MS but their stellar structures and luminosities during

this time show considerable variation according to their ZAMS mass. Higher masses result

in larger gravitational forces and therefore higher temperatures in the core. In turn, this

determines the rates and types of nuclear burning that can occur, and the stellar structure

required to carry the newly released energy away. All stars experience at least some mass

loss through stellar winds in their atmospheres3; high mass stars lose considerably more.

Stars in successively higher mass ranges can burn successively heavier elements. Lifespan

2In this text, “burning” always refers to nuclear fusion.
3This paragraph discusses evolution as predicted by the ZAMS mass specifically (i.e., not including mass

loss), though “ZAMS” is often omitted for brevity.
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monotonically decreases with increasing mass. Higher mass stars will contract farther over

the course of their lifetimes. Low- and very high mass stars do not explode. Other inherent

or environmental characteristics can alter this basic picture, but the ZAMS mass is the

dominant driver.

Stellar masses can range from 0.08 M⊙ ≲ M⋆ ≲ 150 M⊙ (see below), with considerable

uncertainty in the high-mass limit. The distribution of ZAMS masses is continuous and

monotonically decreases with increasing mass [Kroupa and Jerabkova, 2021]. Low mass

stars comprise about 70% of the stars in the galaxy [LSST Science Collaboration et al.,

2009], but they are very faint and thus difficult to observe. We see high mass stars and those

in giant phases (see below) disproportionately often because they are much brighter than

low mass stars on the MS.

Metallicity: Chemical composition is (arguably) the next leading cause of variation in

stellar evolution. “Metals” (i.e., everything heavier than helium) tend to increase nuclear

reaction rates and radiative opacities. Higher fractions of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen

increase reaction rates in the CNO cycle (see § 1.1.1). Low metallicity stars tend to be hotter

at the surface [Pols, 2011, Mowlavi et al., 2012]. At the surface, high metallicity tends to

increase mass-loss rates, especially in high mass stars [Mowlavi et al., 1998]. Stars in the

very early Universe could have been much bigger than today because they had extremely

low metallicities.

Chemical compositions are often written as mass fractions, with typical ZAMS values of:

X = 0.60 − 0.75 (hydrogen), Y = 0.25 − 0.35 (helium), and Z = 0 − 0.05 (metals). Our sun

has a metallicity of Z ≈ 0.014. Roughly, Z > 0.02 is considered high metallicity. Some stars,

e.g., in the central bulge of the galaxy have been observed with very high metallicities of

Z ∼ 0.1 [Mowlavi et al., 1998, Cinquegrana and Karakas, 2022]. Stars born earlier in cosmic

time are observed to have lower metallicities, and hydrogen (helium) fractions closer to 0.75

(0.25), consistent with the predictions from Big Bang nucleosynthesis of the early Universe’s

chemical makeup. The overwhelming majority of metals in the Universe were produced by

stars, either through the fusion that supports their lives or more energetic processes when

they explode. Thus, the Universe is enriched with metals over time as successive generations

of stars create and then release them through stellar winds or explosions.
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1.1.1 Modeling Main Sequence Stars

We cannot observe stellar interiors, but models of their structure and evolution predict

their surface properties quite well over long portions of their lives [see Pols, 2011, Kippen-

hahn et al., 2012, for comprehensive reviews of stellar evolution]. These models are typically

formed from a set of coupled differential equations for the temperature, pressure, radius,

luminosity, and chemical composition, with time and a Lagrangian mass coordinate as the

independent variables. The mass coordinate tracks the radial direction; spherical symme-

try is assumed. The equations can be derived from thermonuclear reaction rates, and the

conservation of mass, energy, and momentum. Their solutions typically require expensive

numerical calculations.

Homology relations: For stars on the MS, solutions to the structure equations are ap-

proximately homologous (e.g., two stars with different masses have approximately the same

relative mass distribution). This results in the following relations:

L ∝M∼3.5
⋆ (1.1)

R ∝M∼0.7
⋆ (1.2)

τMS ∝M∼−2.5
⋆ (1.3)

where L is the luminosity at the surface, R is the radius at the surface, and τMS is the MS

lifetime. To remain in equilibrium, the star must radiate as much energy from its surface as is

released by nuclear burning in its interior. Thus, the luminosity relation shows that nuclear

burning is a strong function of mass, with higher mass stars burning fuel at much faster

rates. This results in an inverse relationship between mass and MS lifetime; higher mass

stars spend less time on the MS, even though they burn more fuel. A surface temperature,

Teff , can be defined using the luminosity and radius with a black body approximation, with

the surface defined by a radius at, e.g., 1 optical depth. This is usually a good approximation

for the photosphere, the deepest layer we can directly observe. While the numbers quoted

above are typical, there is observed variation, particularly in different mass ranges. See

Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Mass-luminosity relation of 190 stars. These stars are all in binaries or triples,

which allows their parameters to be well-measured. For most of the mass range, the slope

is well-approximated with L ∝ M∼3.5
⋆ , but it becomes noticeably shallower at both ends,

and there is a kink around 10 M⊙. This is mostly due to changes in opacity as a function

of temperature. The scatter within segments of constant slope is caused primarily by age

and metallicity. Open circles represent giant stars, which have recently evolved off the MS

(see § A.2.2). Note that the mass range is biased because of the difficulty detecting both

low mass stars, which are very faint, and very high mass stars, which live very short lives.

Low mass stars dominate the Universe, both because the ZAMS mass distributions of star

clusters are heavily weighted toward the low mass end and because these stars live much

longer. Reproduced from Torres et al. [2010].
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Basic structure: The temperature, density, and pressure in a MS star are peaked at the

center and (almost always) decrease monotonically. This results in two basic regions: a core

undergoing sustained fusion, surrounded by an atmosphere of increasingly thin and tepid

gas.

Burning channels and rates: There are two main channels through which hydrogen

fusion occurs in stars: the pp-chain and the CNO cycle. The pp-chain is a series of reactions

whereby four protons fuse to form helium. Stable burning through this channel requires

a minimum temperature of Tmin ∼ 8 × 106 K, and the burning rate scales as X2ρT∼4

(where X is hydrogen mass fraction, ρ is density, and T is temperature). In the CNO cycle,

carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen are used as catalysts in converting hydrogen to helium. Stable

burning requires a higher minimum temperature, Tmin ∼ 1.5 × 107, and the burning rate

is a much stronger function of temperature, scaling as XZCNOρT
∼18 (where ZCNO is the

mass fraction of catalysts). Thus, burning in lower mass stars is dominated by the pp-chain,

while the CNO cycle dominates at higher masses. The transition occurs at M⋆ ∼ 1.3 M⊙

(where M⊙ ≈ 1.989 × 1030 kg is the mass of the sun) for stars similar in composition to

the sun. Stars with lower metallicities contain fewer CNO catalysts, and so their cores must

be hotter in order to release the same amount of energy (which they must do to support

themselves against gravity). This causes lower metallicity stars to have convective cores at

lower masses [Mowlavi et al., 2012]. Stars with masses near the transition point experience

significant contribution from both channels, and the CNO contribution increases over time

due to rising temperatures.

Minimum mass: Since a “star” is defined by the ability to sustain fusion, the pp-chain’s

minimum temperature results in a minimum stellar mass of ∼ 0.08 M⊙.

Energy transport and resulting structure: The two most important modes of energy

transport in a MS star are radiation (carried by photons) and convection (carried by the bulk

motion of matter). Conduction (carried by the random motion of individual gas particles)

also occurs, but contributes much less because the mean free path of nucleons is much smaller

than that of photons. Radiative transport is always occurring. The amount of energy that

can be carried away by radiation is proportional to the temperature gradient and inversely

proportional to the opacity (κ, the ability of matter to absorb radiation).
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If the total, local, energy flux is too large to be carried by radiation alone the region

will become unstable. In most regions of the star, this results in convection. The details

of convection are relatively uncertain, but the general process is a bulk, cyclic motion:

large pockets of material which are slightly hotter than their surroundings rise a significant

distance, expand, and cool; slightly colder pockets contract, sink, and absorb heat. This is

difficult to model for at least two reasons. First is that it requires solving hydrodynamic

equations in three dimensions across large regions of the star where the temperature, etc.,

change drastically. (Recall that models already require expensive numerical calculations but

they assume spherical symmetry.) Second, while the boundary of a convection zone can be

defined as the radius at which radiation can carry the full energy flux, rising (or sinking)

pockets of gas have inertia. Thus, they can overshoot this boundary before dissolving. The

interactions in this region are highly non-linear. Both of these complications are typically

handled by parameterizing simpler models. Comparing the results with observations is an

active area of research (see § A.1).

While convection is a dynamical instability within the convective zone, the star as a whole

remains stable. The result is twofold: a net transport of heat (but not matter) towards the

surface and mixing of chemical species between zones. The mixing often results in an influx

of fresh hydrogen fuel into the burning region. Thus, a star with a convective core would

have access to more fuel than a non-convective star of the same mass and would therefore

experience a longer MS lifetime.

Because of the strong temperature dependence of the CNO cycle, the burning in higher

mass stars peaks strongly at the center and releases large amounts of energy in a small

region. These stars have convective cores surrounded by radiative envelopes, with the core

size increasing with mass. The burning rates of lower mass stars are less strongly peaked in

the center. However, the relatively low temperatures in their atmospheres result in larger

opacities. As a result, lower mass stars tend to have radiative cores surrounded by convective

envelopes, with the envelope size increasing with decreasing mass. The transition mass

between these two groups is at or just below that of the burning channels (M⋆ ∼ 1.3 M⊙),

and similarly, the convective cores of stars around this mass grow over time. Below ∼ 0.35M⋆,

the high opacities dominate and stars are completely convective. Thus, very low mass stars
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can burn nearly all of their hydrogen, which extends their MS lifetimes.

Maximum mass: Close to the surface, the gas is too thin for energy transport by con-

vection to be efficient (though convective mixing is still very efficient here). If the outward

photon pressure dominates over gravitational attraction, layers of the atmosphere are blown

off into space. This implies that there is a maximum surface luminosity, Lmax ∝ M⋆, at which

stars of a given mass will be stable. If stellar luminosity at the high-mass end continues to

scale as M⋆ to some power greater than 1, this implies a maximum mass for stars. Stars

born above above this limit would gain equilibrium by expelling the additional mass. This

limit has historically been estimated at M⋆ ≈ 100−150 M⊙ for stars with solar composition,

but there is evidence for stars of approximately twice this limit [Yusof et al., 2010]. Stars in

the early Universe could have been much larger as the low opacities due to extremely low

metal content would have impacted both the fragmentation of collapsing molecular clouds

and the mass loss rates.

1.2 DARK MATTER IN STARS

The evidence for dark matter (DM) is abundant and nearly irrefutable, but its identity

and fundamental characteristics remain unknown [e.g., Jungman et al., 1996, Bertone et al.,

2005, Battaglieri et al., 2017, Profumo et al., 2019]. Stars in the outskirts of galaxies are

observed to orbit much faster than is reasonable if the galaxy’s gravitational potential is

provided only by the matter that we can detect from the light emanating from its baryons

in the form of stars and gas. This can be seen by comparing the orbital speeds with those

predicted by the virial theorem, which relates the kinetic and potential energies of a stable

system. The same is true for galaxies themselves, orbiting in clusters. Evidence for DM also

appears in the gravitational lensing of distant galaxies and the anisotropy of the microwave

background radiation.

While research in recent decades has investigated wide ranging possibilities – from

particle- to wave-like, hot to cold, primordial black holes to gravitational solitons – the

search has focused on a class of particle candidates known as Weakly-Interacting Massive
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Particles (WIMPs) Jungman et al. [1996]. However, Earth-based direct detection exper-

iments have failed to provide confirmative evidence and the parameter space (mass and

scattering cross section) is rapidly shrinking [Amole et al., 2017]. This has spawned research

on alternatives to the standard WIMP paradigm. Asymmetric dark matter (ADM) is a class

of models which has some advantages over classic WIMPs. There are many variations of

ADM but most predict masses in the range of mDM ∼ 1 − 10 GeV, lighter than WIMPs

and within a region of parameter space not yet ruled out (though it too is becoming increas-

ingly constrained). As the name implies, the relic abundance of ADM is set by a primordial

asymmetry with an antiparticle, rather than via thermal freeze-out as predicted for WIMPS.

DM with these properties could have interesting and potentially observable effects on the

structures and evolution of stars, which has been recognized since at least the 1980’s [Press

and Spergel, 1985, Krauss et al., 1985, Gaisser et al., 1986, Griest and Seckel, 1987]. As stars

orbit through the dark matter halos that are home to their host galaxies, DM particles can

scatter with stellar nucleons and lose enough energy to become gravitationally bound to the

star. The capture rate depends on many properties, as follows (valid for mDM ≲ 20 GeV)

[Zentner and Hearin, 2011]:

CDM ∝
(ρDM

v̄

)
×
( σn

mDM

)
×
(
M⋆v

2
esc

)
(1.4)

The first term in parentheses describes the star’s local DM environment (density and velocity

dispersion). The capture rates increase with larger ambient DM density and/or smaller

velocity dispersion. The second term contains properties of the DM itself (cross section for

scattering with nucleons and mass). The third term contains properties of the star (mass

and escape velocity). Note that the capture rate scales linearly with stellar mass, a weaker

dependance than that of either the luminosity (indicating the amount of energy generated)

or the inverse lifetime. Therefore higher mass stars will have a difficult time building up

sufficient DM within their lifetimes to affect the star.

Once captured, DM transports energy within the star through continued scattering

events. The impact of this additional energy transport depends on the DM mass and cross

section, the total amount of DM captured, and stellar properties such as its mass distribution

and structure. To have a significant impact, the combination of the DM’s mass and cross
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section must be balanced, and the star must be able to collect and retain a relatively large

number of particles. The DM must be heavy enough not to evaporate, but light enough so

that it is not confined to the center of the star (i.e., it must experience an appreciable temper-

ature gradient so that collisions transport energy). For a solar-mass star, this requires DM in

the range of 5 GeV ≲ mDM ≲ 20 GeV [Petraki and Volkas, 2013]. Similarly, its cross section

must be large enough to result in a significant number of collisions with stellar nucleons, but

small enough so that its mean free path allows it to cross a significant temperature gradient

between scattering events. ADM models tend to predict combinations of these parameters

that place it within this “goldilocks” zone. In addition, ADM’s asymmetric property means

that it can build up in large quantities without annihilating (as thermal-relic WIMPs would)

since a negligible number of antiparticles would have survived beyond the early Universe.

An additional important property is whether the scattering interactions require that the

stellar nucleons have a net spin. Both types of ADM models are predicted. Spin-dependent

ADM in stellar interiors would primarily interact with protons (ionized hydrogen), since

these are the only nucleons with a net spin that are present in significant amounts. Thus

it would affect the star primarily during the MS, before it burns through its central supply

of hydrogen. Spin-independent ADM would interact with all stellar nucleons. However the

cross sections for this type of DM have been constrained by experiments to smaller values,

resulting in relatively few interaction with protons. Thus its effect on the star would likely be

insignificant until the end of the MS when the central helium fraction increases substantially.

Significant energy transport by DM can affect a star in many ways as it attempts to

maintain or regain equilibrium. The immediate effect of DM removing (depositing) energy

in a particular region will be a decrease (increase) in the local temperature. As a result,

the local burning rate may be reduced (increased). This can result in less (more) radiation

pressure, and so the local density of the star will likely adjust. If the energy transported by

DM is sufficiently high it can obviate other energy-transport mechanisms such as convection,

thus altering the star’s core structure. These changes are interrelated and complex and can

propagate through the star’s outer layers, even if the DM itself does not reach that far.

The combined result may include changes in the star’s surface luminosity and/or effective

temperature, total amount of fuel burned, time spent on the main sequence, or even the
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evolutionary phases it experiences (e.g., due to structural changes).

1.3 ALERT BROKERS

The size of LSST’s nightly alert stream will be equivalent to about 650 hours of HD video:

∼ 800 GB/night. This is far too much for every interested researcher to sort through on their

own. This stream will announce of order 107 events each night, rushing by at an average rate

of ∼ 300 alerts per second. Their sources will be very diverse: flare stars, CVs, Cepheids,

merging neutron stars, thermonuclear and core collapse supernovae alongside dozens more

manifestations of the dynamic lives of stars and a large number of non-stellar objects like

near-Earth asteroids and the powerful quasars and blazars of distant active galactic nuclei.

These are the subjects of wide-ranging research areas. The LSST Science Book says it best:

“a single data set [will serve] most science programs (instead of science-specific surveys ex-

ecuted in series). One can think of this as massively parallel astrophysics.”4 [LSST Science

Collaboration et al., 2009]. However, significant challenges await in the parallelization, dis-

tribution, and analysis of this unprecedented dataset. LSST’s many strengths will double

as sources of difficulty, both technical and scientific. Diverse efforts at many levels will be

required to fully actualize LSST’s potential, and alert brokers will play a central role. Bro-

kers will serve as the primary channels for LSST’s alert stream with the jobs of enriching

and curating the full dataset into something digestible by individuals & collaborations, and

of facilitating connections with external datasets and follow-up facilities. (See Appendix B

for a more complete description of the role of brokers and the services they offer.)

LSST has selected 7 community alert brokers to whom they will deliver the full stream.

They are ALeRCE5, AMPEL6, ANTARES7, BABAMUL, Fink8, Lasair9, and Pitt-Google10.

4While this was said in reference to LSST’s data on the whole, a significant fraction will appear in the
alert stream and it is my opinion that the sentiment applies to it as well. In further support of my usage
here, alert brokers aggregate datasets and thus are likely to facilitate access to LSST’s catalogs as well.

5http://alerce.science/
6https://ampelproject.github.io/
7https://antares.noirlab.edu/
8https://fink-broker.org/
9https://lasair.roe.ac.uk/

10https://pitt-broker.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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These brokers are currently using the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF11) alert stream to pre-

pare for LSST and in the process are demonstrating their unique strengths and approaches.

I have been the lead developer of the Pitt-Google broker since Fall 2020, including taking

the lead in writing our successful LSST proposal. My work on the broker is the subject of

Chapter 3. We are using a cloud-based model that is unique among brokers and provides

access in new ways.

The large amount of data LSST will provide in relatively unexplored regions of parameter

space will necessitate rapid analysis and quick evolution of models and classifiers if we are to

best take advantage, especially early on. The alert stream can provide the data to support

this. And if we are to efficiently identify, e.g., M-dwarf flares, rare kilonovae amongst common

CVs, and pure samples of Type Ia SNe, there will be plenty of room for many individuals with

wide-ranging interests to test and evolve their own ideas. This will be a community effort

and much preparation work is already taking place. However, most researchers interested in

alert data are not accustomed to analyzing the streams directly, even though alert streams

are now a major data product of astronomical surveys. Instead, many opt to receive a

relatively small number of personal notifications and/or query catalogs & download the data

at a later time for analysis.

Cloud computing can provide an ecosystem that changes this. Cloud-managed message

delivery and compute services can allow individuals to accept, process, and store small or

large streams in a very lightweight way without managing the client connection or compute

resources, only their own analysis code. This has the potential to open up access to LSST’s

alert stream to a much broader range of people, across skill sets and access to resources. In

turn this can enable individuals to deploy and evolve their own algorithms quickly, on live

data streams, and to collaborate within and beyond sub-fields. This is the pace that will

be required for the community to best realize the revolution that LSST will soon broadcast.

In the past, the biggest technical barrier preventing community adoption of this processing

method has been that the streams have not been provided in a conducive format, either by

surveys or by brokers. While many brokers do operate in the cloud, either partially or fully,

all except Pitt-Google do so using a more traditional model which does not expose cloud

11https://www.ztf.caltech.edu/
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services or facilitate their use by the community.

Pitt-Google is the only LSST broker to adopt an explicitly cloud-based model. As a

result of my work, we are offering alert streams in a format that is unique in the space and

with features that make them conducive to easy and direct analysis by students, astronomy

professionals, and the public. Further, our pipeline demonstrates the efficient use of cloud

services in a way that is easily replicable at both large and small scales, which can ease the

adoption of this new approach by the community. In addition to live stream processing, we

are developing and providing the usual services that are common to alert brokers, but doing

so via Cloud-based methods which offer unique benefits.

1.4 SCOPE OF THE DISSERTATION

Asymmetric dark matter in stars: In Chapter 2 I model stellar evolution under the effect

of ADM and show that its signature may be observable in the isochrones of star clusters.

Specifically, I consider spin-dependent ADM with a fixed mass and scattering cross section

and study its effect on sets of stars with ZAMS masses between 0.9 ≤ M⋆/M⊙ ≤ 5.0

in different ADM environments, covering the range of values expected to exist. With the

chosen mass and cross section, ADM orbits have a characteristic radius of rDM ∼ 0.1R⋆ and a

mean free path of lDM = (σpnp)−1 ∼ 1R⋆. Thus the ADM experiences substantial changes in

local ambient temperature and completes several orbits between scattering events, resulting

in significant energy transport once a sufficient amount of ADM has been captured. I wrote

a module which calculates the amount of ADM captured and the resulting energy transport

in the stellar interior at a given time. It is a plugin for MESA [Modules for Experiments in

Stellar Astrophysics, Paxton et al., 2011, 2013, 2015, 2018, 2019] which I used to model the

stellar evolution. I find that stars in ADM-rich environments can experience changes in their

burning rates and core structures that are sufficient to alter their surface properties and MS

lifetime. Finally, I produced isochrones for each set of stars. These show that ADM may

alter isochrone features that are commonly used to measure distances and evaluate stellar

evolution models and consider the implications for future observations. This chapter first
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appeared as Raen et al. [2021].

Pitt-Google alert broker: In Chapter 3 I discuss my work on the Pitt-Google alert broker.

Our broker was motivated by the desire to provide broad public access to the LSST alert

stream and to facilitate scientific collaboration through a cloud-based solution that utilizes

Google’s computational expertise. I have been the lead developer since Fall 2020 and a

core member since early 2019. I led the writing of our successful proposal to become a

full-stream LSST community alert broker; we will serve as one of the primary channels

through which the community will access the nightly stream for the coming decade. I have

been developing our broker in preparation, including a stream consumer, processing (e.g.,

categorizing/classifying) and storage pipelines, stream curation and publishing, a catalog

with SQL access, and user access tools and tutorials. We have been processing the Zwicky

Transient Facility (ZTF) alert stream consistently since late 2020 after I redesigned the

broker’s core components. I have structured our pipeline to provide open access to the data

at every level of processing along with features that facilitate custom filtering and efficient

processing methods. I have either implemented solutions for, or done significant preparatory

work towards, nearly all services typically provided by alert brokers.

I have been exposed to the diversity of stellar (and other) activity that will show up

in the alert stream, as well as some complications that will arise in their identification and

subsequent analysis. While there are many aspects to our broker, my focus in the previous

section on enabling individuals to directly process the alert stream in real time is a reflection

of my belief that this scale and rate of analysis can revolutionize the science, and that

Pitt-Google can facilitate a unique and useful route.

My work touches a broad range of technical and scientific areas, and I document some of

these in the appendixes. In Appendix A I outline some of the opportunities LSST will provide

for studying stars. A.1 discusses isochrones, which give us insight into stellar structure and

access to the long timescales needed to study their full lifecycles. A.2 details some of the

dynamic stellar phases and events that will appear in the alert stream, as well as some

complications in identifying them. This motivates my belief in the utility of rapid and

widespread analysis, and my efforts to facilitate it. Appendix B describes alert brokers,

outlining the features and services they typically provide. Appendix C discusses Bayesian
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networks that I have proposed for both large-scale classification of the alert stream and

targeted searches for exotic transients.
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2.0 THE EFFECTS OF ASYMMETRIC DARK MATTER ON STELLAR

EVOLUTION I: SPIN-DEPENDENT SCATTERING

2.1 INTRODUCTION

A preponderance of the evidence suggests that approximately 84% of the matter budget of

the universe consists of a form of non-baryonic dark matter that has yet to be identified [e.g.,

Jungman et al., 1996, Bertone et al., 2005, Battaglieri et al., 2017, Profumo et al., 2019]. In

the standard picture of cosmological structure formation, galaxies form within the potential

wells of large, nearly virialized halos of dark matter [White and Rees, 1978, Blumenthal

et al., 1984]. If the dark matter interacts with standard model particles, it can be captured

by stars moving through dark matter halos [Press and Spergel, 1985, Krauss et al., 1985,

Gaisser et al., 1986, Griest and Seckel, 1987]. Once captured, continued scattering within

the stellar interior contributes to energy transport within the star, potentially altering its

evolution [Spergel and Press, 1985, Taoso et al., 2010, Zentner and Hearin, 2011, Iocco et al.,

2012, Lopes and Silk, 2012, Casanellas and Lopes, 2013, Casanellas et al., 2015, Vincent et al.,

2015, Murase and Shoemaker, 2016, Lopes and Silk, 2019, Vincent, 2020]. The significance

of this energy transport depends on the following properties (in addition to the properties of

the star): (1) the DM mass, mDM; (2) the DM-nucleon scattering cross section, σn; and (3)

the total number of DM particles captured by a star, NDM, which itself depends on mDM and

σn as well as the local DM environment from which the particles are captured (see § 2.2).

We study the effects of energy transport by asymmetric dark matter (ADM, see below) in

stars of mass 0.9 ≤ M⋆/M⊙ ≤ 5.0 living within a variety of dark matter environments using

the publicly-available code Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics [MESA, Paxton

et al., 2011, 2013, 2015, 2018, 2019].
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Evidence supporting the claim that ∼84% of the matter in the universe is in an unknown

form of dark matter is abundant and varied, ranging from the anisotropy of the microwave

background radiation to formation and structures of galaxies [e.g., Jungman et al., 1996,

Bertone et al., 2005, Planck Collaboration et al., 2018]. For several decades, the leading

candidate has been the so called Weakly-interacting massive particle (WIMP). The classic

WIMP is a heavy (mDM ∼ 102 − 103 GeV) thermal relic whose contemporary abundance is

set by its annihilation rate in the early universe [e.g., Kolb and Turner, 1990]. Therefore,

WIMPs are thought to have a fairly well established “standard” annihilation cross section

[e.g., Steigman et al., 2012], which is comparable to typical weak-scale cross sections, ⟨σv⟩ ∼

10−26 cm3/s. This annihilation of WIMPs, which is so critical to guaranteeing that the

correct abundance of dark matter in the contemporary Universe, in turn, limits the number

of particles that can accumulate within a star. The rate of capture of new dark matter

particles comes to equilibrium with dark matter particle annihilation in the stellar interior

[Krauss et al., 1985]. Despite numerous ongoing terrestrial direct detection experiments

[see Schumann, 2019, for a review] and efforts to detect dark matter indirectly through its

annihilation products [reviewed in Slatyer, 2017], dark matter has not been observed non-

gravitationally. The available parameter space for relatively light (mDM ≲ 102GeV) DM is

rapidly shrinking, which has triggered a surge in research into alternatives to the long-favored

WIMP.

Asymmetric dark matter (ADM) is an alternative to the classic WIMP in which the

relic abundance of the dark matter particle is set by a primordial asymmetry rather than

via annihilation [for a review, see Zurek, 2014, Petraki and Volkas, 2013, and references

therein]. If the baryon and dark matter asymmetries are related, then such models have the

appealing property that they explain the fact that the contemporary dark matter and baryon

abundances are of the same order of magnitude, which is otherwise surprising because these

relic abundances are determined by unrelated physics in the WIMP scenario. Indeed, this

was one of the early motivations for ADM-like models [e.g., Nussinov, 1985, Barr et al., 1990,

Chivukula and Walker, 1990, Kaplan, 1992]. The variety of specific incarnations of ADM

is broad, but ADM models often predict particle masses smaller than the classic WIMP

(mDM ∼ 1−10 GeV) and little or no contemporary dark matter annihilation for lack of relic
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dark matter anti-particles.

These predictions motivate studies to constrain ADM indirectly through stellar astro-

physics. The lack of annihilation means that ADM may build up to very large quantities

within stars because the capture of ADM is never countered by annihilation. Meanwhile, the

relatively low masses compared to the classic WIMP mean captured ADM particles orbit

within a significant volume of the star, out to rDM ∼ 0.1R⊙ for a Sun-like star, which means

that they experience large differences in ambient temperature throughout their orbits and

can thus transport energy outward from the stellar core extremely efficiently [Spergel and

Press, 1985]. These features of ADM have already motivated research into the possibility

that ADM may alter stellar evolution [e.g. Taoso et al., 2010, Zentner and Hearin, 2011,

Iocco et al., 2012, Lopes and Silk, 2012, Casanellas and Lopes, 2013, Casanellas et al., 2015,

Vincent et al., 2015, Murase and Shoemaker, 2016, Lopes and Silk, 2019, Lopes and Lopes,

2019, Vincent, 2020]. Our results are generally in agreement with previous works, insofar as

they can be compared considering variations in the chosen parameters of each study which

can include ADM properties (e.g., mass and cross section), halo environments (e.g., ADM

density and velocity dispersion in the stellar neighborhood), and stellar mass. In this paper

we undertake a study of the properties and evolution of stellar populations within halos of

ADM. We fix the ADM mass and cross-section and study the effects of varying halo en-

vironments across a wider range of parameter space than has been done previously. (See

§ 2.2 for a discussion of ADM properties and environments.) The effects of stellar cooling

are particularly large in environments in which the ambient dark matter density is high and

velocity dispersion is low, such that the capture of dark matter is extremely efficient. Thus,

these effects will be largest in dwarf satellite galaxies and high-redshift galaxies. In this first

paper on the topic, we further narrow our study to spin-dependent ADM-nucleus scattering.

Spin-independent ADM-nucleus scattering leads to behaviors that are qualitatively distinct

from spin-dependent scattering; therefore, we will present results for the former case in a

forthcoming manuscript.

In the following section, we summarize the dependence of the capture rate of dark matter

within stars on both dark matter and stellar properties. In § 2.3, we describe our simulations

of stellar evolution including cooling due to ADM. We present our results in § 2.4. We discuss
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our results and draw conclusions in § 2.5.

2.2 DARK MATTER PROPERTIES AND CAPTURE IN STARS

Probing the parameter space of ADM with simulations of stellar evolution is computa-

tionally expensive. Consequently, we show results for an illustrative set of ADM parameters

that we initially chose in order to: (1) make the effects of ADM on stellar evolution significant;

(2) narrowly-evade the evaporation threshold; and (3) remain consistent with contemporary

constraints on dark matter properties (but see the discussion in the next paragraph). We

choose mDM = 5 GeV and a spin-dependent dark matter–nucleon scattering cross section of

σp = 10−37 cm2. Hereafter, we will discuss ADM-proton scattering since protons are the only

nuclei in MS stars with both a significant abundance and a net spin. With these parameters,

ADM evaporation is negligible. We find that the largest evaporation mass in our models is

≃ 4.6 GeV at a solar mass of ≃ 1.4 M⊙, consistent with the literature on this topic (see, for

example, the classic papers by Gould 1987 and Gould 1990 and the recent update by Bu-

soni et al. 2017). We note that evaporation masses are slightly higher for spin-independent

scattering, because the helium nucleus is more closely matched to the mass of the dark mat-

ter particle, so this must be considered in any extension of this work to spin-independent

interactions. We assume that ADM self-interactions are negligible throughout; however, it

is likely that self-interactions, if they existed, would lead to enhanced cooling [e.g., Zentner,

2009]. Exploring such models would constitute a potentially interesting follow-up to this

work.

During the course of this work, the PICO collaboration was able to reduce its thresh-

olds, unambiguously excluding dark matter with the specific parameter values listed above

[Amole et al., 2019]. While the simulations that we have carried out are computationally

intensive and it is impractical to repeat each of the ∼ 600 stellar evolution simulations, we

believe our results are a meaningful exploration of the deviations in stellar evolution due

to ADM and our energy transport module provides a basis for further exploration in future

work. Consequently, we choose to present these results as a qualitative indication of the
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effects that ADM can have upon stellar evolution. As we will see below, there is significant

uncertainty involved in associating a particular stellar effect with a particular dark matter-

nucleon scattering cross section due to a variety of model uncertainties. Consequently, while

the effects of dark matter within stars will likely be milder than those that we describe here,

it is possible that the same, qualitative effects could be realized in nature.

The amount of energy transported by dark matter (see § 2.3.1) is proportional to the

amount of ADM within the star. In ADM models, in which annihilation of dark matter

is negligible, the number of dark matter particles within the star at any given time, t, is

determined by dNDM/dt = CDM, where CDM is the instantaneous ADM capture rate. We

use the capture rate from Zentner and Hearin [2011], which is a simplified form valid for dark

matter particle masses mDM ≲ 20 GeV [see Gould, 1992, Zentner, 2009, for more complete

capture rates]:

CDM = C⊙

( ρDM

0.4 GeV cm−3

)(270 km s−1

v̄

)
×
( σp

10−43 cm2

)(5 GeV

mDM

)
×
( vesc

618 km s−1

)2( M⋆

M⊙

) (2.1)

where C⊙ = 5× 1021 s−1, ρDM is the DM density in the stellar environment, v̄ is the velocity

dispersion of dark matter particles in the stellar neighborhood, and vesc is the escape speed

from the surface of the star.

The first line of Eq. (2.1) gives the dependence of the capture rate on the stellar envi-

ronment. Both ρDM and v̄ are properties of the local stellar environment and are degenerate

with one another in Eq. (2.1). A higher ambient density of dark matter leads to a higher rate

of dark matter capture, while a lower relative velocity between the star and the infalling dark

matter leads to a higher probability for capture. Because of this degeneracy, coupled with

the fact that these parameters carry considerable uncertainty themselves, it is convenient

to parameterize a star’s local dark matter environment by an overall factor [Zentner and

Hearin, 2011, Hurst et al., 2015],

ΓB =

(
ρDM

0.4 GeV cm−3

)(
270 km s−1

v̄

)
. (2.2)
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Normalized in this way, ΓB specifies the capture rate, CDM, relative to the rate that would

be realized in the solar neighborhood for the same star. From this point on, we will char-

acterize a star’s dark matter environment using ΓB. In general, we will be most interested

in values of ΓB > 1. A value of ΓB = 0 describes a stellar environment with no dark matter

(hereafter referred to as ‘standard models’ and labeled ‘NoDM’), and ΓB = 1 describes the

solar neighborhood. A value of ΓB = 102 may specify an environment in which the dark

matter density is 100 times that in the solar neighborhood at the same velocity dispersion,

an environment in which the velocity dispersion is 1/100 that of the solar neighborhood at

the same density, or any of an infinite number of other possible combinations.

It is interesting to consider the range of ΓB values that would be considered reasonable.

If the distribution of dark matter within galaxies, such as the Milky Way, follows a profile

that diverges as the Navarro et al. [1997, NFW] density profile, then one might expect to

find dark matter environments near the centers of galaxies with densities significantly higher

than the local value and velocity dispersions significantly lower than the local value, giving

ΓB ≫ 1. Such scenarios were explored in Bertone and Fairbairn [2008], Fairbairn et al.

[2008], and Scott et al. [2009]. While such large values of ΓB may well lead to large effects on

stellar structure, stellar populations near the Galactic Center are difficult to observe and any

assumption about the dark matter density profile in the inner regions of any galaxy must be

considered speculative. Interestingly, Local Group dwarf galaxies are extremely dark matter-

dominated and have well-constrained dark matter profiles and velocity dispersions. In some

cases, the Local Group dwarfs have densities ∼ 3 orders of magnitude higher than the dark

matter density in the Solar neighborhood and velocity dispersions that are at least ∼ 2

orders of magnitude smaller than the local value. This suggests that values of ΓB ∼ 105−6

could be realized within Local Group dwarf galaxies and has the further merit that ΓB within

Local Group dwarfs can be measured more precisely in the future. A third possibility for

large values of the environmental factor are early-forming, very high-redshift galaxies. These

galaxies begin forming in small, dense halos where the environmental boost factor can reach

ΓB ≳ 106 at redshifts z ≳ 10 [Koushiappas et al., 2004]. Of course, these stars will not be

directly observable, but it is interesting to speculate that such stars could be detected as

remnants of early mergers with the proto-Milky Way and/or that changes to the structure
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and evolution of these stars could be detected indirectly in the chemical evolution of the

larger, lower-redshift galaxies in which they will be found today.

Finally, while we have focused on the environmental parameter, ΓB, as a proxy for the

dark matter environment in which a star is embedded, we note that values of ΓB ̸= 1 can

also be mimicked through dark matter physics. In particular, dark matter self-interactions

can greatly enhance the capture rates of dark matter within stars [Zentner, 2009]. This

effect of dark matter self-capture itself grows with increasing ambient density and decreasing

ambient velocity dispersion, so the two effects reinforce one another. For example, a value

of ΓB ∼ 104 may be realized by increasing the ambient dark matter density by a factor

of ∼ 103, while simultaneously introducing a dark matter self-interaction that boosts the

number of captured dark matter particles by a factor of ∼ 10. We relegate the separation of

these effects to future work and encapsulate all of this uncertainty into the single parameter

ΓB.

2.3 METHODS

We study the impact of dark matter on the evolution of 0.9 ≤ M⋆/M⊙ ≤ 5.0 stars (with

a mass step of 0.05 M⊙) through core helium depletion (Yc = 10−3) or a maximum age of

10 Gyr, whichever comes first, using the publicly-available code Modules for Experiments

in Stellar Astrophysics [MESA, Paxton et al., 2011, 2013, 2015, 2018, 2019], release 12115.

We used the MESA SDK version 201908301 to compile MESA. We base our stellar parameter

inlist on the MESA test suite 1M pre ms to wd inlists and use a metallicity of Z = 0.0142.

Twelve of the models we ran did not complete (e.g., due to requiring unreasonably small

timesteps), and we have excluded them from our final data set. Of these, 2 were ΓB =

104 models, and none of them were either NoDM or ΓB = 106 models (these are the three

ΓB values we highlight below). We wrote a module that calculates dark matter capture

and energy transport (see § 2.3.1) and connects to MESA simulations via the provided

extra energy implicit hook. For the reader interested in either examining the underlying

1https://zenodo.org/record/3560834
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data or reproducing our results, we make the following MESA input/output files available on

Zenodo2 and through the MESA Marketplace3: 1) inlist templates and src files; 2) 1.0 M⊙

and 3.5 M⊙ data for NoDM, ΓB = 104, and ΓB = 106 models. Additional data will be shared

on reasonable request to the corresponding author. For the reader interested in utilizing our

module to explore the effects of varying parameters beyond the scope of this paper, our code

is available on GitHub4.

We take advantage of the significantly improved numerical energy conservation capabili-

ties in recent MESA versions [introduced in Paxton et al., 2019] as we find this to be crucial

to a proper accounting of the effects of ADM. Energy transport by significant amounts of

AMD alters the core structure of a star such that small changes in the temperature pro-

file due to poor energy conservation can lead to a reversal in the direction of ADM energy

transport which destabilizes the star. See § 2.4.1 for further discussion.

To generate isochrones (see § 2.4.5) from MESA’s stellar models we perform a linear

interpolation of our stellar tracks to a uniform set of ages and choose isochrones that are as

well-sampled as possible in regions of interest. MESA’s adaptive time steps resolve dynamic

phases of evolution quite well, and this interpolation is not problematic. We also show one

isochrone generated from the MIST code [MESA Isochrones and Stellar Tracks, Dotter, 2016,

Choi et al., 2016], which uses a multi-step process to interpolate both the stellar tracks and

the mass grid and therefore resolves otherwise sparsely populated regions of the isochrones.

We are unable to show more MIST isochrones because the interpolation failed in most of our

parameter space; most notably, it did not produce any isochrones older than 1 Gyr. This

is likely due to non-monotonicity in the mass-age relation at fixed evolutionary phase (see

§ 2.4.3) which violates assumptions of the code.

2.3.1 Energy Transport by Dark Matter

The energy transported by captured ADM can, in principle, be computed by solving the

Boltzmann equation; however, this strategy is too computationally intensive to combine with

2https://zenodo.org/record/4064115
3http://cococubed.asu.edu/mesa_market/add-ons.html
4https://github.com/troyraen/DM-in-Stars
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a full-scale simulation of the evolution of stellar structure. To reduce the computational costs

of our simulations, we estimate ADM energy transport using the approximations of Spergel

and Press [1985]. In particular, we assume a Maxwellian phase-space distribution for the

ADM and calculate an orbit-averaged temperature, TDM, by requiring that the distribution

satisfy the first moment of the Boltzmann equation. This amounts to a requirement on

energy conservation: ADM should neither inject nor remove a net energy from the star. The

rate of energy transfer (per unit mass) from dark matter to protons is then

ϵDM(r) = 8

√
2

π

nDM(r)np(r)

ρ(r)

mDMmp

(mDM + mp)2
σp

×
(
mpkTDM + mDMkT (r)

mDMmp

)1/2

k[TDM − T (r)],

(2.3)

where n(r) is a number density, ρ(r) is the mass density, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and the

subscript p refers to protons. [See Spergel and Press, 1985, for a detailed derivation].

Generally, np, nDM, and T all peak at the center, so the energy transport is most efficient

here. The number density of dark matter particles, nDM increases in proportion with NDM,

so we can expect the effects to increase with both ΓB and stellar age through the MS, while

hydrogen is abundant. As a star leaves the MS, np drops in the core and spin-dependent

ADM energy transport is greatly diminished because there are relatively few protons left

with which dark matter may scatter5.

The sign of ϵDM(r) is given by the final term in (2.3), TDM−T (r), which is used to define

an ADM characteristic radius, rDM, implicitly as

T (r = rDM) = TDM. (2.4)

Then dark matter takes energy from r < rDM and deposits it at r > rDM for a standard MS

temperature profile (monotonically decreasing from the center outward). With our chosen

ADM parameters we see typical values:

rDM ∼ O(0.1R⋆) (2.5)

lDM = (σpnp)−1 ∼ O(1R⋆) (2.6)

5This is one of the primary reasons that spin-dependent and spin-independent scattering give qualitatively
distinct results. As the star burns H on the MS, the number of protons is reduced, reducing the importance
of spin-dependent scattering processes. In the case of spin-independent scattering, the effect gets more
important as helium is produced from H burning during the MS.
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where lDM is the ADM mean free path (implying that it completes several orbits between

scattering events). These values allow dark matter to travel much larger distances than

photons or ions within the star (which have l ≲ 10−10R⋆) and to traverse qualitatively

distinct regions of the star. This large mean free path is what enables dark matter to serve

as such an effective coolant despite being far less numerous than either photons or ions

[Spergel and Press, 1985].

2.4 RESULTS

In standard stellar evolution, with no influence from dark matter, stars with 0.9 ≤

M⋆/M⊙ ≤ 5.0 naturally split into two groups with qualitatively different structures, based

on the dominant channel through which they burn hydrogen. Spin-dependent asymmetric

dark mater (ADM) affects core hydrogen burning, mainly by flattening the temperature

gradient. In this section, we will review standard stellar astrophysics [Kippenhahn et al.,

2012] and then describe the effects of asymmetric dark matter seen in our MESA simulations.

The dominant burning channel is determined by the core temperature, with the transition

happening at Tc ∼ 2 × 107 K, which corresponds to a stellar mass of M⋆ ∼ 1.3 M⊙. Stars

with M⋆ ≲ 1.3 M⊙, which we call low-mass stars, burn hydrogen primarily through the

proton-proton (pp) chain for which the burning rate scales with temperature very roughly

as ϵpp ∝ T 4. For stars in the mass range 0.4 ≲ M⋆/ M⊙ ≲ 1.3, the transport of energy

away from the core burning region is dominated by photon diffusion. Energy transport in

the cores of such stars is said to be radiative.

Stars with M⋆ ≳ 1.3 M⊙, which we call high-mass stars, are dominated by the carbon-

nitrogen-oxygen (CNO) cycle, for which the burning rate scales much more strongly with

temperature, ϵCNO ∝ T 16−20. In CNO-dominated stars, radiative energy transport is insuf-

ficient to carry away the energy produced by hydrogen burning; consequently, they have

convective cores.

In § 2.4.1 and § 2.4.2, we will consider results for low-mass stars and high-mass stars

separately and we will demonstrate that ADM has distinct effects on the evolution of the two
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groups. § 2.4.3 details changes in MS lifetimes due to ADM energy transport. We discuss

the effects on surface properties of individual stars in § 2.4.4, and on the isochrones of stellar

populations in § 2.4.5. Note that all logarithms in this paper are base 10.

2.4.1 Low-Mass Stars

Standard model stars in the mass range 0.9 ≤ M⋆/M⊙ ≲ 1.3 have relatively low central

temperatures and so are powered primarily by the pp chain, which is much less sensitive to

the temperature than burning via the CNO cycle. This means the burning does not peak

as strongly at the center and radiative transport is sufficient to carry the energy flux, so the

core is radiative. Without the mixing provided by convection, hydrogen depletes first at the

very center and the burning shifts gradually outward into a shell.

As seen in Figure 2, energy transport by large amounts of ADM causes flatter temperature

gradients in the center than those seen in the NoDM model. This reduces the burning rate in

the center (as long as the local density does not get too high), where ADM is removing energy,

and increases it in a shell, where ADM deposits energy. Note that in Figure 2 the burning rate

is not significantly reduced at the center; this is due to a significant increase in density (with

which the burning rate per gram scales linearly) as the star’s structure adjusts to cooling

in the core. These results are generally in agreement with the results of previous papers

studying ADM with similar properties. Taoso et al. [2010] found decreased core temperatures

in the models of the sun affected by spin dependent ADM with σp = [1, 2, 3] × 10−36 cm2

and mDM = 7 GeV. Iocco et al. [2012] found similarly altered temperature and burning

profiles in solar mass models affected by ADM with σp = 10−37 cm2 and mDM = 10 GeV in

∼ ΓB = 103 environments. Our work uses similar or slightly lower values and considers the

full range of environments expected to exist in nature.

The increased burning at larger radii (m(< r) ∼ 0.1 M⊙) causes a small net increase

in the total luminosity of the star. Because ADM probes temperature differences over large

portions of the star, energy transport by ADM remains efficient despite the shallower temper-

ature gradient. The increased temperature at m(< r) ≳ 0.1 M⊙ means that more hydrogen

burns during the MS in low-mass ADM models than in their NoDM counterparts. These two
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Figure 2: 1.0 M⊙ profiles for NoDM (grey)

and ΓB = 106 (dark blue) models. Each

set of 3 panels shows stellar profiles of

the stars at different evolutionary phases

indicated by the fraction of hydrogen in

the center, Xc, which decreases as the

star evolves (ZAMS is ”zero-age main

sequence”). The profiles in each panel

are: 1) ϵnuc, the nuclear burning rate in

[erg/g/s]; 2) ϵDM, the rate at which DM

transports energy (negative values indi-

cate that energy is being removed), also in

[erg/g/s]; 3) log(T/K), log10 of the tem-

perature in [K]. ADM energy transport

decreases the temperature and burning

rate in the center and increases them in a

shell at m(< r) ∼ 0.1 M⊙.
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competing effects dictate the gross evolution of the star. For low values of ΓB (weaker ADM

influence), the increase in the total amount of fuel wins and the stellar MS lifetime is an

increasing function of ΓB. At values of ΓB ≳ 103, the burning rate continues to increase, but

little additional fuel is burned because of the precipitous drop in temperature at larger radii,

which cannot be overcome by the energy transport. The result is that the increase in MS

lifetimes peaks at ΓB ∼ 103 after which MS lifetimes decrease with increasing environmental

factor, eventually declining below the lifetimes of NoDM stars at a point which depends on

both the stellar mass and ΓB. (We will discuss stellar lifetimes further in § 2.4.3). Stars in

this regime have a higher surface luminosity than their NoDM counterparts, at fixed central

hydrogen fraction. However, at fixed luminosity we should expect their effective tempera-

tures to be roughly the same, because these are equilibrium points dictated by the equations

of stellar structure. Indeed, this is what we see in our models. The result is that stars

of a given mass but different ADM content move along roughly the same tracks in an HR

diagram, but they do so at different rates. (We will discuss stellar tracks in § 2.4.4 and

population isochrones in § 2.4.5.)

In our initial simulations we used an earlier version of MESA (release 10398) which

included less rigorous energy conservation requirements and produced very different results

in this low-mass regime. In those models, energy transport by large amounts of ADM caused

the temperature profile to become inverted, with the central temperature falling below the

ADM temperature. Once this occurred, ADM energy transport reversed direction and began

moving energy toward the center of the star. This raised the central temperature until it

surpassed the ADM temperature again, causing ADM energy transport to again reverse

direction and move energy away from the center. This cycle was self-reinforcing and resulted

in large oscillations in the core temperature, density, etc., which propagated outward and

resulted in large oscillations in surface properties as well. Previous work by Iocco et al.

[2012] found similar dramatic oscillations in solar mass stars in dense ADM environments,

and noted that they were unable to determine whether it was a physical effect or a numerical

artifact. Upon further investigation of our initial models, we found that they had poor energy

conservation. A new MESA version had been released since we had begun this work that

included improved energy conservation schemes. When we updated to MESA release 12115
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and ran the models again, the energy conservation was much improved, and the central

temperature was reduced such that it was very close to the ADM temperature but never

dropped below it. Since Tc > TDM throughout the star’s lifetime, ADM energy transport

never reverses direction and the oscillations seen previously are now absent. We conclude

that the oscillations in our initial simulations were a numerical artifact, and that strict energy

conservation requirements are necessary for a proper accounting of ADM effects.

2.4.2 High-Mass Stars

In standard models, MS stars with M⋆ ≳ 1.3 M⊙ are powered primarily by the CNO

cycle. This has several important consequences: (1) the burning rate is much higher than

in pp-dominated stars; (2) the burning rate is extremely sensitive to core temperature; (3)

temperature gradients in the stellar core are relatively steep; and (4) stellar cores must be

convective in order to carry away the energy produced by core hydrogen burning. Convective

energy transport in the star also replenishes the core with unburnt hydrogen as the star

evolves. Once hydrogen throughout the convective zone is depleted, the burning rate rapidly

decreases and the star loses more energy at its surface than is being generated by burning.

Gravity temporarily overcomes pressure support and the star contracts until the internal

temperature increase is sufficient to ignite hydrogen in a shell outside the depleted core.

This restructuring produces the so-called ”convective hook” in an HR diagram as the star

leaves the main sequence [Kippenhahn et al., 2012].

If a star captures enough ADM, the combination of dark matter + radiative energy

transport becomes sufficient to carry the flux from nuclear burning at a temperature gradient

that is insufficient to support convection. In other words, the additional energy transport

by ADM can turn off convection within the stellar core. This can be seen in Figure 3 for

a 3.5 M⊙, ΓB = 106 star. Convection disappears from the center first (where ADM energy

transport is most efficient) and retreats away from the core, into a narrowing shell. Without

convective mixing, the hydrogen fuel supply depletes first at the very center (instead of

simultaneously throughout the core) and the burning concomitantly shifts gradually into a

shell, following the lower boundary of the convective zone. This can be seen in the time
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Figure 3: Same as Figure 2 for 3.5 M⊙

models, except that the 3rd panel in each

set shows log(D), where D is the diffu-

sion coefficient for convective mixing in

[cm2/s]. In the NoDM model the convec-

tive core retreats toward the center over

time, and the burning rate peaks at the

center until the end of the main sequence

when the burning rate drops dramatically

and a shell of strong burning appears sud-

denly. In the ΓB = 106 model, convection

at the very center shuts off relatively early

in the MS and a convective shell retreats

away from the center over time. The peak

burning rate shifts gradually outward, fol-

lowing the inner edge of the convective

shell. The ΓB = 106 model reaches the Xc

evolutionary markers at younger ages, rel-

ative to the NoDM model, since convection

cannot replenish the fuel at the center.
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progression (down the page) of the ΓB = 106 (dark blue) model in Figure 3. The shift to

shell burning is similar to the behavior of standard low mass stars.

The suppression of convection in the cores of stars affected by ADM has been noted in

previous work. It was first predicted to occur in horizontal branch stars by Renzini [1987].

Both Casanellas and Lopes [2013] and Casanellas et al. [2015] reported the effect in stars

with ∼ 1.3 M⊙ affected by ADM with varying σp and mDM in a solar-like environment.

The fixed values of ADM parameters used in this work are at the lower limits of the ranges

considered there. Lopes and Lopes [2019] found similar suppression of convection in models

of stars with M⋆ ≲ 2 M⊙ in the Milky Way’s nuclear star cluster (ΓB ∼ 103), with ADM

properties σp = 10−37 cm2 and mDM = 4 GeV. Here we have explored the full range of

ADM environments likely to be found in nature, and the full range of stellar masses that

would be impacted. We show that not only is convection suppressed in the core, it moves

into a shell that retreats away from the center as the star evolves. In the most extreme

environments, stars with masses up to ∼ 4 M⊙ are affected. See § 2.4.3 for further discussion

of convective cores (and the impact on stellar lifetimes) with respect to varying stellar masses

and environments.

2.4.3 Main Sequence Lifetimes

In Figure 4 we summarize the effects of ADM on main sequence (MS) lifetimes relative

to a standard NoDM star of the same mass. For the purposes of this paper, we have defined

the MS to end when the fractional abundance of hydrogen in the center, Xc, falls below

10−3. Once Xc < 10−3 the hydrogen burning rate is greatly reduced and the star transitions

out of the MS and onto the sub-giant branch. This transition period is marked by relatively

sudden and dramatic changes to the star’s structure. Stars that capture large amounts of

ADM can have significantly different core structures at the end of the MS than their standard

model counterparts, and these differences affect the stars’ transition out of the MS, including

the duration, in ways that are qualitatively different than ADM’s effect on the MS itself.

Therefore, different choices in the definition of when a star leaves the MS can affect the

results. Our relatively moderate choice of 10−3 highlights changes in the core of the star
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Figure 4: Changes in MS lifetimes, relative to a star of the same mass with no dark matter,

seen in our simulations. Diamonds mark the transition from radiative to convective cores

(left to right). For the purposes of this figure this is defined as the lowest M⋆ for which the

average (over the MS) mass of the convective core is greater than 0.01 Mstar. Stars to the

right of the NoDM marker (grey diamond) have decreased lifetimes due to a reduction in the

size of the convective core, which reduces the amount of hydrogen available for burning. The

effect abruptly disappears as stellar lifetimes become shorter than the time required to build

up a sufficient amount of ADM. Stars to the left of this marker show mixed behavior due

to the competing effects of decreased central burning rates and higher temperatures around

m(< r) ≳ 0.1 M⊙ which give the star access to more fuel. In addition to these trends,

there are several abrupt dips (e.g., at 2.4 M⊙) and spikes (e.g., at 2.55 M⊙). This is due to

rotational mixing that turns on part-way through the MS and funnels fresh hydrogen fuel

to the center, which increases the lifetimes (spikes). The dips result when the NoDM model

exhibits this feature, but the ADM model of the same mass does not.
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during the bulk of the MS, rather than changes in the transition period between the MS and

the sub-giant branch. We discuss ADM’s affects on this transition period in § 2.4.4.

The MS lifetimes of relatively low-mass stars (near ∼ 1 M⊙) can be altered by up to

20%, however the sense and degree of the shift is not a monotonic function of the strength of

the dark matter effect, parameterized by ΓB. This complicated dependence on the amount

of captured ADM is due to the competition between increased burning rates and increased

availability of burnable hydrogen fuel as discussed in § 2.4.1.

At higher masses, the influence of ADM on stellar lifetimes is clearer. ADM shortens the

lifetimes of high mass stars (M⋆ ≳ 1.3 M⊙). In NoDM models, the central convection zone

extends beyond the burning region, giving the star a source of fresh nuclear fuel as hydrogen

from outside of the core is mixed into the center. Since ADM shuts off convection in the

center, the star no longer gets this influx of fresh hydrogen. Consequently, the star has less

fuel available to burn, and so it leaves the MS faster than the NoDM models. Note that the

appearance of a convective core (diamonds, Fig 4) shifts to higher masses with increasing ΓB

due to larger amounts of ADM which can carry larger energy fluxes. The effect disappears

abruptly as M⋆ increases because stellar lifetimes scale as M∼2.5
⋆ and quickly become too

short for a sufficient amount of ADM to build up (recall that the ADM capture rate scales

roughly linearly with M⋆), while the luminosity of the star increases rapidly with mass

(roughly, L ∝ M3.5
⋆ ), meaning that more energy must be transported in order to alter the

stellar structure.

These changes in MS lifetimes are consistent with those seen in Lopes and Lopes [2019] for

stars in an environment similar to the Milky Way Nuclear Star Cluster (roughly ΓB = 103).

Here we extend the study to a wider range of environments, including the most extreme

environments likely to be found in nature, and therefore we see effects over a wider range of

stellar masses. We will further extend the analysis to the period of transition out of the MS

in § 2.4.4.

In addition to the MS lifetime trends we have discussed, Figure 4 has several abrupt

dips (e.g., at 2.4 M⊙) and spikes (e.g., at 2.55 M⊙). This is due to rotational mixing that

turns on part-way through the MS and funnels fresh hydrogen to the center, which increases

the lifetimes (spikes). The dips result when the NoDM model exhibits this feature, but the
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ADM model of the same mass does not. This rotational mixing occurs sporadically (i.e. at

isolated masses, not in a continuous range of masses) in our models and may or may not

be physical. However, it cannot be a bug introduced by our ADM energy transport module

since some NoDM models display the feature, but our module is not called in this case. This

phenomenon where a star of a given mass receives an influx of hydrogen to the center due

to the onset of mixing, while stars of bracketing masses experience no such mixing, has also

been reported previously in the MESA mailing lists6.

2.4.4 Stellar Evolutionary Tracks

One of the goals of this work is to determine whether or not ADM can cause any gross

changes to the properties of stars. We begin to answer this question with Figure 5, which

shows evolutionary tracks on the HR diagram for many of our models. The tracks begin on

the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS), delineated by the dotted black lines at the lower left of

each panel. Stars evolve off of the ZAMS in a mass-dependent manner that is familiar from

well-known aspects of standard stellar evolution. The tracks that we show leave the MS,

defined as Xc < 10−3, at the points marked by triangles. The points at which stars exit the

MS in a standard model with no dark matter are indicated by the solid black lines in each

panel. (The spike near the 2.5 M⊙ track is due to rotational mixing in the 2.4 M⊙ model,

which is discussed in § 2.4.3.) Stars spend the majority of their lives on the MS and move

more rapidly through the subsequent phases of stellar evolution. Our evolutionary tracks

terminate when the core helium fraction falls below 10−3.

As is evident in Fig. 5, the effects of ADM on the evolutionary track of any individual star

are generally subtle. Roughly speaking, this is not surprising. At a fixed central hydrogen

fraction, stars containing ADM have different surface luminosities than their standard model

counterparts, which is a result of ADM altering the structure of the star. This can be seen in

the difference in location between the Xc = 10−3 markers in Fig. 5 (x’s for ADM models, solid

black line for NoDM models). However, if we instead consider stars at fixed luminosity, the

temperature profiles, chemical compositions, opacities, and other properties of the overlying

6https://lists.mesastar.org/pipermail/mesa-users/
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Figure 5: Stellar evolution tracks, from ZAMS to core helium depletion (Yc = 10−3), of

select masses with ΓB = 104 (left) and ΓB = 106 (right). Tracks of NoDM models of the same

mass are overplotted with a higher transparency. The chosen masses highlight some of the

most dramatic changes seen in Figure 4. Triangles mark the location where stars leave the

MS, which we define here as core hydrogen depletion below Xc = 10−3. The location of the

ZAMS and core hydrogen depletion for NoDM models are plotted as dotted and solid black

lines respectively. The spike in the Xc, NoDM < 10−3 line near the 2.5 M⊙ track is due to

rotational mixing in the 2.4 M⊙ model, which is discussed in § 2.4.3. The main effect of

ADM on a star’s surface properties is to move the star through roughly the same sequence

of events at a faster or slower pace, causing the offset of the Xc = 10−3 milestone relative to

NoDM. High mass stars with sufficient ADM skip the convective hook because ADM shuts off

convection in the core. These stars transition into shell burning, and therefore the sub-giant

branch, more smoothly, similar to low mass stars.
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Figure 6: Same as Figure 5, except that here we plot effective temperature as a function of

stellar age. The sub-giant branch phase in a star’s evolution is seen here as a sharp drop in

Teff , and is a result of structural changes in the star that are triggered by large reductions

in the core burning rate due to hydrogen depletion at the end of the MS. The duration of

the transition period between the MS and the sub-giant branch is seen here as the temporal

difference between the locations of Xc = 10−3 (triangles) and the drop in Teff . ADM alters

the duration of the transition period, tending to increase it in high mass stars and decrease

it in low mass stars. This is opposite of ADM’s effect on MS lifetimes. The net effect is that

the feature in Teff always occurs either concurrently or earlier in the ADM model than in its

NoDM counterpart.
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zones are approximately unaltered by ADM cooling. Consequently, the gross properties

of the stellar photosphere, which are determined via the equations of stellar structure, are

approximately fixed, at fixed luminosity. The result is that both ADM and standard model

stars of a given mass follow roughly the same tracks in the HR diagram, but they do so at

different rates.

Nonetheless, there are some small differences between standard evolutionary tracks and

the tracks of stars with ADM. For example, consider the track of the 1.75 M⊙ star in the

left panel, corresponding to an environmental factor of ΓB = 104. The standard model of

stellar evolution shows a kink in the evolutionary track as the star exits the MS. This kink

is known as the convective hook. The convective hook is caused by an overall contraction of

the convective cores of the stars after hydrogen depletion. During this phase, Teff increases.

Eventually, at the hottest point on the hook, contraction of the former convective core is

sufficient to ignite burning in a shell. After this point, shell burning ensues and the star

continues to evolve along the sub-giant branch. What is clear from the evolutionary track

of the 1.75M⊙ star in the left panel of Fig. 5 is that this evolutionary track exhibits no

convective hook. This is because convection within the stellar core has been shut off by the

ADM in these models. Instead of going through a phase of core contract followed by shell

burning, such stars make a smooth transition to shell burning and, thus, a smooth transition

to the sub-giant branch. The absence of convective hooks is evident for a wider range of

masses in the right hand panel of Fig. 5, which corresponds to a larger environmental factor

of ΓB = 106.

The convective hook feature has been clearly seen in many open clusters for which the

main sequence turn off lies between ∼ 1.3 M⊙ and ∼ 2 M⊙, corresponding to stellar ages of

∼ 1 Gyr to ∼ 4Gyr [e.g., see Fig. 18 in Gaia, 2018]. However, this does not yet provide any

strong statement about the nature of dark matter because none of those environments are

thought to contain significant amounts of dark matter. If a stellar population were identified

within the appropriate age range, associated with a significant amount of dark matter, and

containing a sufficiently large number of stars, the presence or absence of a convective hook

should be immediately clear on an HR diagram.

In Figure 6 we plot the effective temperatures with respect to stellar age to better un-
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derstand the transition from the MS to the sub-giant branch, seen here as the difference

between Xc = 10−3 (triangles) and the sharp drop in Teff . A star’s exit off of the main

sequence is triggered when the core hydrogen fuel supply is depleted and the burning rate

decreases such that it no longer provides sufficient pressure support and the star begins to

contract. Densities and temperatures increase until the bottom layer of hydrogen, now in

a shell surrounding the core, ignites. The outward pressure resulting from increased shell

burning causes the star’s outer envelope to expand and cool at roughly constant luminosity,

seen in Figure 6 as a large, sudden drop in Teff . In models with no ADM, this transition

period is more abrupt in high mass stars due to the mixing induced by their convective

cores, which causes hydrogen to become depleted throughout the core simultaneously and

shell burning to appear suddenly (see § 2.4.2). In standard model low mass stars the cores

are not convective, and so hydrogen depletes first at the very center and the burning shifts

into a shell more gradually (see § 2.4.1).

The temporal difference between ADM and standard models in the location of the sudden

drop in Teff (when increased shell burning causes the envelope to expand) is another indicator

of the change in MS lifetime. Unlike our definition of the end of the main sequence (Xc =

10−3) this indicator is based on surface properties and occurs towards the end of the large

structural changes the happen during the transition period. In some cases (e.g., in the

1.75 M⊙, ΓB = 104 model) this temporal difference is much smaller than the change in MS

lifetime given by our definition of leaving the MS (seen here as the difference between the

triangle markers of the ADM model and its standard model counterpart), and in other cases

(e.g., in the 1.0 M⊙, ΓB = 106 model) it is larger.

ADM can affect both burning rates and stellar structure (e.g., convection), and therefore

it is not surprising that ADM affects the timescale of a star’s transition off of the main

sequence. High mass stars that skip the convective hook due to ADM energy transport take

longer to move through this transition period because the burning shifts gradually into a

shell (see § 2.4.2 for details). This behavior is very similar to standard model low mass stars.

Conversely, the 1.0 M⊙ ADM models move through this period more quickly than their NoDM

counterpart. This is likely due to the fact that ADM has caused higher burning rates at the

outer edge of the core during the MS, so that mixing during this transition period brings
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more helium into the center than in the standard model star. These shifts are opposite the

shifts in MS lifetimes, and the net result is that this feature in Teff always occurs either

concurrently or earlier in the ADM model than in its standard model counterpart.

2.4.5 Stellar Population Isochrones

Though the evolutionary tracks are quite similar across all models, ADM changes the

rate of evolution and, hence, the stellar ages at which stars reach particular evolutionary

stages. To convey some of the information that is obscured in an evolutionary track, we

present stellar isochrones in Figure 7. Each isochrone is a line on this plot that represents

the locus of points that would be occupied by a population of stars of fixed age, but a wide

range of masses.

The changes caused by ADM to individual stars’ MS evolution is seen in these populations

as a shift in the location of the MS turn-off, where the isochrones take a hard right turn.

We have chosen these particular ages to maximize the sampling around this period and the

subsequent crossing of the sub-giant branch. We do not show the giant branches because

we do not have enough data points there to be representative, but we discuss the red giant

branch further below. Due to the fact that stars move through the MS turnoff, sub-giant, and

giant branches rather quickly, our mass sampling limits our ability to resolve these phases.

At around 1 Gyr, stars of M⋆ ∼ 1.75 M⊙ are leaving the MS. In Figure 7, we see

that the MS turnoffs around this time occur at a higher effective temperature and skip the

convective hook [consistent with Lopes and Lopes, 2019], reflecting ADM’s affects on these

stars, discussed in § 2.4.2. These isochrones also tend to cross the sub-giant branch at a

lower luminosity. This reflects the fact that ADM speeds up the evolution of these stars, and

so stars with smaller initial masses, which have lower effective temperatures, are crossing the

sub-giant branch earlier than they otherwise would. This happens in a wider range of ages

in populations that live in richer ADM environments (right panel). Stars move through this

phase very quickly, meaning isochrones of real stellar populations are very sparsely populated

in this region (known as the Hertzsprung Gap), however the location of the gap itself may

contribute to discerning between models.
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Figure 7: Isochrones for ΓB = 104 (left) and ΓB = 106 (right) models, marked by circles, with

NoDM models overplotted at higher transparency and marked by crosses. The data points are

interpolated from the stellar tracks to a common set of times (isochrone ages). We connect

the interpolated data points of a single isochrone with straight lines to guide the eye. The

lowest data point on every isochrone is a 0.9 M⊙ star. As stars leave the main sequence

they evolve rapidly, and therefore subsequent phases are less well sampled due to the mass

resolution. Isochrone ages have been chosen to maximize the sampling around the MS turnoff

and sub-giant branch, and are not the same in each panel. We do not show the giant branches

because we do not have enough data points there to be representative. The MS turnoff of

isochrones around 1 Gyr happens at a higher effective temperature and a lower luminosity

and skips the convective hook. This happens in a wider range of ages in populations that

live in richer ADM environments (right panel). The oldest isochrones contain only low mass

stars, and the ADM and NoDM populations look very similar except that populations in high

ΓB environments appear slightly older due to their decreased luminosity and temperature.
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Figure 8: Effective temperature of the main-sequence-turnoff star, defined here as the hottest

MS star, at a given age. We show only the NoDM, ΓB = 104, and ΓB = 106 models to allow

the reader to see them more clearly. The MS turnoff temperature of the ΓB = 104 models

starts to become hotter than in the NoDM isochrones at ∼ 0.7 Gyr when stars of ∼ 2 M⊙

begin leaving the MS, while those of the ΓB = 106 models become hotter at ∼ 0.1 Gyr

when stars of ∼ 3.5 M⊙ begin leaving the MS. As we move to older isochrones the effect

is reversed, and ADM models have lower effective temperatures at the turnoff. The lines

terminate when there are no more stars on the main sequence (the lowest mass in our set of

models is 0.9 M⊙). For the purposes of this figure, we exclude stars in the convective hook

because this feature is not well-resolved in our isochrones (see Fig. 7).
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Figure 9: Isochrones generated by the MIST code for NoDM (grey) and ΓB = 106 (dark blue)

populations. The lowest mass star in both isochrones has M⋆ = 2.25 M⊙ (the interpolation

was not successful for lower masses), and we show data through core helium depletion (Yc =

10−3) which corresponds to M⋆ = 3.2 M⊙ in both cases. The ΓB = 106 isochrone skips

the convective hook and crosses the sub-giant branch at a lower luminosity, consistent with

Figure 7. Additionally, the tip of its red giant branch occurs at a lower luminosity, a trend

which appears in most of the ΓB = 106 MIST isochrones.
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The oldest isochrones contain only low mass stars, since higher mass stars have already

evolved into the giant branches and beyond. Here, the ADM isochrones look very similar to

their standard model counterparts, except that populations in high ΓB environments appear

slightly older due to their decreased luminosity and temperature. This indicates that ADM

causes the stars’ surface properties to evolve more quickly, likely due to the increase in shell

burning.

To better resolve the isochrone’s MS turnoffs, Figure 8 shows the effective temperature

of the MS turnoff star, which we define as the hottest MS star at a given age. At younger

ages there is no difference between the ADM and standard models because the stars have not

yet captured enough ADM to be significantly affected. Around 0.15 Gyr, isochrones of the

ΓB = 106 model start to display higher temperatures, remaining high until ∼ 3 Gyr, after

which their temperatures are cooler than their NoDM counterparts. The ΓB = 104 isochrones

show similar trends, but they occur at later times, since it takes longer for stars in lower ΓB

environments to build up sufficient ADM. The waviness in the lines at older ages is a result

of limited mass resolution.

The trends seen in our isochrones are consistent with what we were able to see in the

isochrones generated by the MIST code, in regions where that code’s interpolation was

successful. (The reader is reminded that this method did not produce any isochrones older

than 1 Gyr; see § 2.3 for more information.) In addition, we noticed from MIST isochrones

that the tip of the red giant branch tends to occur at a lower luminosity in populations with

large amounts of ADM. The tip of the red giant branch is commonly used as a distance

indicator, particularly for older populations. If the trend continues in isochrones older than

1 Gyr, ADM may add a source of uncertainty to these studies. To give the reader a sense

of this shift, and to show a more well resolved MS turnoff and sub-giant branch, we show

one particularly successful MIST isochrone for NoDM and ΓB = 106 models in Figure 9. The

lowest mass star in both isochrones (lower left) has M⋆ = 2.25 M⊙ (the interpolation was not

successful for lower masses), and we show data through core helium depletion (Yc = 10−3)

which corresponds to M⋆ = 3.2 M⊙ in both cases.
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2.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the potential impact of asymmetric dark matter interacting with nu-

cleons through a spin-dependent coupling on the gross evolution of stars. We accomplished

this by incorporating a module that approximates heat transport by dark matter into the

MESA stellar evolution software. We have identified several interesting qualitative distinctions

between the standard evolution of stars and the evolution of stars in environments with a

very high dark matter content. These include:

1) Flattened core temperature gradients, which alters the burning rates and stellar structures

of low and high mass stars (where low mass stars have radiative cores and high mass stars

have convective cores in models with no DM) in qualitatively different ways (§ 2.4.1 and

§ 2.4.2 respectively).

2) Convection is suppressed in the cores of high mass stars and pushed into a shell that

retreats from the center (§ 2.4.2), resulting in the absence of a convective hook in stellar

tracks (§ 2.4.4) and population isochrones (§ 2.4.5).

3) Changes to MS lifetimes (defined here as Xc > 10−3, § 2.4.3). Lifetimes of low mass stars

are increased by as much as 20%. Lifetimes of high mass stars (1.3 ≲ M⋆/M⊙ ≤ 5.0) are

reduced by as much as 40%;

4) Stars in both mass regimes cross the sub-giant branch at younger ages (§ 2.4.4) and may

reach the tip of the red giant branch at lower luminosities (§ 2.4.5).

Our results are consistent with previous work that considered similar ADM properties using

a variety of stellar evolution codes, and we extend the field by considering the full range of

ADM environments likely to exist in the universe and the range of affected stellar masses.

Finally, we find that strict energy conservation criteria in the stellar simulation code is

crucial for a proper accounting of the effects on low mass stars with large amounts of ADM so

as not to trigger large, nonphysical, self-reinforcing oscillations throughout the star (§ 2.4.1).

It is interesting to speculate on ways in which these effects could be used to identify

and/or constrain dark matter or ways in which these effects may, at least, serve as an ele-

ment of uncertainty in the analysis of stellar populations. Any constraint on dark matter
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arising from these effects requires very high-quality observations of a stellar population re-

siding in an environment with a large ambient dark matter density and thus there will be a

significant element of serendipity involved. Such a population could potentially be observed

by the Rubin Observatory’s Legacy Survey of Space and Time [LSST, Ivezić et al., 2019],

which is expected to observe hundreds of dwarf galaxies with very high mass/light ratios

(spectroscopic followup would be required). The population would need to contain enough

stars that the isochrone features we have identified are observable, and stars in the parameter

space of interest that are bright enough for quality spectroscopic measurements. If such a

population is observed, our models suggest that if it is ∼ 1 Gyr old, the hottest MS star

should be slightly hotter than expected for a population without ADM, and it should be

slightly cooler at ∼ 10 Gyr (differences between NoDM and ΓB = 106 models are of ∼ 5%

in both regimes). Contemporary measurements of Teff regularly achieve precisions of a few

percent, and can be as low as 1.5% or lower with high resolution, high signal-to-noise [see, for

example, Soubiran et al., 2010, and references therein]. In addition, the tip of the red giant

branch may occur at a lower luminosity. The tip of the red giant branch is commonly used as

a distance indicator so ADM may add a source of uncertainty to these studies. Finally, the

metallicity is known to affect many of the properties we have discussed (e.g., the locations

of various phases in the HR diagram), so ADM may be a contaminant here as well.

Future work along these lines includes 1) chemical abundance studies exploring the effects

of altered core burning; 2) asteroseismology of Sun-like MS and red giant branch stars, which

could be seen in, e.g., the small frequency separation–a diagnostic that is sensitive to the

core structure of the star. 3) spin-independent ADM-nucleus scattering, which should have

a larger effect during later phases when stars are burning helium.
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3.0 THE PITT-GOOGLE LSST COMMUNITY ALERT BROKER

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The Vera Rubin Observatory’s Legacy Survey of Space and Time [LSST Krabbendam

and Sweeney, 2010, LSST Science Collaboration et al., 2009] will revolutionize astronomy

by imaging the entire visible night sky every ∼ 3 nights, probing deeper and faster into the

Universe than any previous optical survey. It is projected to discover 100s of millions of

variable and transient objects, for which it will publish a real-time data stream containing

an estimated 10 million alerts per night for 10 years [Graham et al., 2019]. The objects in the

stream will be of many dozens of different types, falling into several broad categories such

as near-Earth asteroids, variable stars, supernovae, and active galactic nuclei. Researchers

across astronomy will be looking to obtain and analyze subsets of the diverse data stream

that will be small compared to the flood coming from LSST, but often very large compared to

the datasets currently available to them. I am developing the Pitt-Google alert broker which

will serve the community by processing all 10 million alerts per night and distributing the

data in forms and through access methods that are convenient for working with information

at this scale.

Alert brokers will provide the main channels for researchers, and the public, to access

and study the data. They will take on the roles of ingesting the full stream, enriching alerts

with cross match and classification information, curating subsets, distributing data, and

providing access tools that are useful for the community. LSST has selected 7 community

alert brokers to whom they will deliver the full stream. They are ALeRCE1, AMPEL2,

1http://alerce.science/
2https://ampelproject.github.io/
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ANTARES3, BABAMUL, Fink4, Lasair5, and Pitt-Google6. All of these brokers are cur-

rently using the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF7) alert stream to prepare for LSST and

in the process are demonstrating their unique strengths and approaches. The Pitt-Google

broker has adopted a cloud-based model that makes the data available through Google’s

data services like Pub/Sub, BigQuery, and Cloud Storage. This gives users the opportunity

to work with the data using all of the tools Google Cloud has developed to work with data

at this scale.

The data coming from LSST will be abundant and rich. But along with it will come

new challenges for the community, scientific and technical. LSST will image 1000 times the

time-volume space of any other survey, and will do it in 6 broadband filters, where other

surveys have used 2-5. It will see at least 2 magnitudes fainter than most other surveys, and

it will observe faint objects in a much greater volume per time as others which reach similar

limiting magnitudes [Bellm, 2016]. This will provide both much larger sample sizes across

dozens of classes and many more headaches in differentiating the interesting events from the

common ones. Especially to those seeking early identification in order to trigger follow up of

interesting events, LSST’s 6 colors and wide area of coverage will show up looking like sparse

light curve data that is scattered across filters. This will be especially true in the early years

when there is still a dearth of training data available in the parameter space. There will be

plenty of opportunity for many different individuals and collaborations to develop their own

algorithms in these pursuits.

Cloud computing and cloud-managed data services have the potential to open up access

to LSST’s alert stream to a broad range of people, across skill sets and access to resources.

They can allow individuals to process large or small alert streams in a very lightweight

way without managing the client connection or compute resources, only their own analysis

code. These are technological solutions that are already being used in many industries to

overcome very similar problems as those that will be presented by LSST – including real-time

processing of high-volume message streams and all related compute and data management

3https://antares.noirlab.edu/
4https://fink-broker.org/
5https://lasair.roe.ac.uk/
6https://pitt-broker.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
7https://www.ztf.caltech.edu/
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challenges. These cloud-based solutions can enable researchers to deploy and evolve their

own algorithms quickly, on the live alert streams, and to share information and collaborate

within and beyond sub-fields.

In this chapter I discuss the Pitt-Google alert broker and our efforts to provide enhanced

and distilled astronomical alert data through Google Cloud services. In particular, I detail

the software that runs the broker’s alert stream pipelines and supporting infrastructure, and

our custom APIs that facilitate data access. All software and related plans are the result of

my own work, unless otherwise indicated. The chapter is structured as follows. In § 3.2, I give

a somewhat detailed overview of the Google Cloud Platform8, including their services, tools,

and related costs. This is intended as both an introduction and a reference for potential users,

since data access will go directly through Google but many in the astronomy community are

unfamiliar with the Google Cloud environment. In § 3.3, I present the software that our

broker currently uses to run the ZTF alert stream, and then discuss work that is in progress

and future development plans. The section concludes with details of Pitt-Google’s budget,

which is intended to give potential users a better sense of cloud computing costs and what

they might expect for various types of data access and/or service usage. In § 3.4, I present

our broker’s custom APIs which facilitate access to the data resources that we maintain in

Google Cloud services. This section includes example code that demonstrates data access.

A summary is provided in § 3.5.

3.2 GOOGLE CLOUD

In this section I give an introduction to Google Cloud, including relevant services, access

methods, and costs. The primary purpose is to provide potential users with an understanding

of the environment within which their interactions with our broker will occur, as it may

be unfamiliar to many. A secondary purpose of this section is to compile a reference of

details about each service that will be relevant to future users/developers, but may not be

immediately obvious in the online documentation. I will start by briefly discussing the cloud

8https://cloud.google.com
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model, outlining the major differences between our approach and that of other brokers and

what this means for the end user. § 3.2.1 outlines relevant Google Cloud costs and options

for offsetting them. In the next 4 subsections, I overview the specific Google Cloud services

that are relevant to data access. § 3.2.6 discusses some of the data access methods that

Google provides, and § 3.2.7 describes the basic setup process for a new user.

Our broker stores data in Pub/Sub, BigQuery, and Cloud Storage. This is a very different

model from that used by other alert brokers, and results in significant differences for end

users. Most brokers use Apache Kafka and Apache Cassandra, or similar solutions, to store

data on virtual machines (VMs) that they manage themselves. As a result users access the

data through the broker – even if that broker’s VMs happen to run in Google Cloud. In

the model our broker has adopted, users will access the data through Google Cloud. This

is because Pub/Sub, BigQuery, etc. are managed services, meaning that Google handles

the entire process of data storage and delivery, including user authentication. With this

approach, users have access to the data through Google’s native tools, like APIs and web

consoles, and the option to run their own analyses in the Cloud, next to the data, with

minimal setup. One consequence of this model is that each user is responsible to pay Google

Cloud for their own data access and/or service usage. In this context, a “user” includes both

the Pitt-Google broker and anyone who accesses our data resources, i.e., an “end-user”.

3.2.1 Costs

The basic fees associated with each service are described in the following subsections

corresponding to the respective services. In general, there is a baseline level of usage that is

free and renews monthly. Beyond this, there are typically charges for data storage and for

any operations (load/publish data, query a table, pull a subscription, etc.). These charges

tend to be small but frequent. The user that makes the request is usually the one who pays

the fee. Here is one example: our broker pays to send data to BigQuery and to store it there,

and the end-user pays to query it. The first 1 TB per month of data queried from BigQuery

is free. After that the charge9 is $5.00 per TB. As this cost model is likely to be unfamiliar

9In this work, all monetary amounts are given in USD.
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to many in the community, § 3.3.7 presents details of Pitt-Google’s budget to give readers a

better sense of how it works.

There are several options for offsetting costs and accessing resources for free:

• Most services have a Free Tier10 quota which renews monthly. For example, the first 10

GB per month of data pulled from a Pub/Sub subscription is free, and the first 1 TB of

data queried per month from BigQuery is free.

• A 90-day, $300 free trial11 is available to everyone.

• Research credits12 are available in many countries. PhD students can apply for $1000,

postdocs and faculty up to $5000.

• Academic institutions can apply for an exemption from egress.

3.2.2 Pub/Sub

Google Pub/Sub13 is a messaging service that uses the publish-subscribe pattern. Pub-

lishers and subscribers communicate asynchronously and are (mostly) disconnected, with the

Pub/Sub service handling all message storage and delivery. Publishers send messages to a

topic, and Pub/Sub immediately delivers them to all attached subscriptions. Subscriptions

can be configured to either push messages to a client automatically or to wait for a client

to make a pull request. The owner of the topic sets the access rights that determine who

is allowed to attach a subscription. Messages published to a topic prior to a subscription

being created will not be available to the subscriber. By default, Pub/Sub messages are not

ordered.

“Push” subscriptions can be used to attach the stream to an HTTP endpoint, to which

Pub/Sub immediately delivers the messages. These can be used to trigger automatic stream

processing through Cloud Run and Cloud Functions, discussed below. Messages in a “pull”

subscription remain there until they are fetched by a client, or for a maximum of 7 days.

This is because every Pub/Sub message is delivered and tracked independently. This

allows Pub/Sub to support essentially unlimited client parallelization. The basic delivery

10https://cloud.google.com/free/docs/gcp-free-tier#free-tier
11https://cloud.google.com/free/docs/gcp-free-tier/#free-trial
12https://edu.google.com/intl/ALL_us/programs/credits/research/
13https://cloud.google.com/pubsub/docs/overview
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process is as follows. Pub/Sub will lease a message to a subscriber client. If the client

acknowledges the message before the lease ends, Pub/Sub marks it as successfully delivered.

If not, Pub/Sub will re-deliver (re-lease) the message to a client at some arbitrary time in the

future. This is very different than Apache Kafka, which is more familiar to the astronomy

community. Kafka stores messages within a predetermined set of partitions on a topic. The

messages are ordered within a given partition – they are delivered in order, and the delivery

tracking mechanism relies on this ordering. Thus Kafka supports parallelization of subscriber

clients up to the number of partitions on a topic. The Pub/Sub service is designed to be

highly scalable and to handle very large-scale throughput. Google itself uses Pub/Sub to

send over 5 × 108 messages/sec for Gmail and other products14. The advertised, end-to-end

latency is “on the order of 100 milliseconds”.

A filter15 can be placed directly on a Pub/Sub subscription when it is created. The filter

will have access to the custom attributes in message metadata (see § 3.3.6). These attributes

are required to be strings, and so the filter supports a limited set of operations. For example,

it does support the comparison operator = and the function hasPrefix (matching values that

start with a given substring), but it does not support the operators > or <. With this method,

all messages in the stream will be delivered to the subscription, but messages that do not

pass the filter will be automatically acknowledged without being delivered to the client. This

means that the subscriber will incur message delivery fees for all messages, but will not incur

egress fees (if otherwise applicable) for messages that don’t pass the filter.

Pub/Sub costs16 fall into three basic categories: delivery, egress, and storage. Fees apply

to both publishers and subscribers. Publishers pay a delivery fee when they send a message

to Pub/Sub. The message is automatically delivered to all attached subscriptions, for which

the subscriber pays a delivery fee. Egress applies when the client is outside the Google

Cloud region where the topic/subscription lives. The owner of the topic chooses the region;

attached subscriptions live in the same region. Using the default settings, there is no charge

for message storage. There is a free tier.

14https://cloud.google.com/pubsub/architecture
15https://cloud.google.com/pubsub/docs/filtering
16https://cloud.google.com/pubsub/pricing
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3.2.3 BigQuery

BigQuery17 is a fully managed data warehouse with a SQL-based analytics engine. It

is optimized for complex analytical queries on large datasets. It uses a columnar storage

format and relational table structure with support for nested and repeated fields. It does

not use or understand indexes, and so single row lookups can be expensive because they

still require a full column scan. Tables can be partitioned and clustered for better query

performance. Data can be loaded via batch jobs or streaming inserts18. Streamed data is

typically available to queries immediately. It has built-in geospatial analysis and machine

learning (BigQuery ML).

Costs19 generally fall into one of two categories: storage or analysis. The owner of the

dataset pays for storage. The user submitting a query pays for analysis, based on the amount

of data scanned by the query. Egress may apply if data crosses the boundary of a Google

Cloud region. There is a free tier.

3.2.4 Cloud Storage

Cloud Storage20 is Google’s object storage service. Objects are stored in buckets. Buckets

have a flat namespace (meaning there is no such thing as a directory or folder), but folder-

style functionality is provided by most of the access tools (e.g., console and APIs) which

interpret folder hierarchies from slashes in the object name. (Note that in this text I often

refer to this as “file” storage, though it is technically object storage.)

Cost21 categories include storage and data processing (which includes things like GET

requests for files). The owner of the bucket pays storage costs. The requestor pays data

processing costs. Egress may apply if data crosses the boundary of a Google Cloud region.

There is a free tier.

17https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/docs/introduction
18https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/bigquery/life-of-a-bigquery-streaming-insert
19https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/pricing
20https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/introduction
21https://cloud.google.com/storage/pricing
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3.2.5 Cloud Functions and Cloud Run

Cloud Functions22 and Cloud Run23 are managed-compute services run by Google Cloud.

They both run containers that are configured as HTTP endpoints. They can be used to pro-

cess live message streams by attaching Pub/Sub push subscriptions. Incoming requests (i.e.,

messages) are processed in parallel. The number of container instances scales automatically

and nearly instantaneously to meet incoming demand. Code to deploy a Python Cloud Func-

tion and attach a push subscription are given in § 3.2.6. Differences between the services are

essentially tradeoffs between efficiency (at large scale) and ease of use.

Both services perform per-message processing – the user’s code should accept and process

a single alert. This has some advantages including being simple to implement and reason

about. Processing errors are isolated and a failure on one message does not impact any others.

Perhaps the biggest tradeoff is that the efficiency of database queries or calls to external APIs

may be greatly reduced since multiple messages cannot be batched for a single query/call.

(Google Dataflow is a managed-compute service that does support batching.)

Cloud Functions are the simplest – the user writes and deploys a “bare function” (i.e.,

non-containerized). The function can call any other code/data files that reside in the same

directory, plus any libraries that can be pip-installed (assuming Python). Various runtime

environments are available (e.g., Python and Java but not shell), but GPUs are not avail-

able24. Upon deployment, Google will containerize the function and assign it an HTTP

endpoint. A single container instance can process one request at a time.

With Cloud Run, the user is responsible for containerizing the code and any supporting

files. This means the user has full control over the runtime environment. GPUs are available,

but only through Cloud Run for Anthos25. A single container instance can process up to

1000 requests concurrently.

Costs26 are based on the amount of memory, etc. a container is configured to use, the

22https://cloud.google.com/functions/docs/concepts/overview
23https://cloud.google.com/run/docs/overview/what-is-cloud-run
24Warning: Cloud Functions do not have the necessary system libraries to run Python packages that ship

with GPU support (e.g., standard pytorch distribution), even if your code doesn’t use it. Your deployment
will fail (and worse, the actual cause may not be reported in error logs). To get around this, try installing a
distribution (e.g., from a wheel) that does not support GPUs.

25https://cloud.google.com/anthos/docs/concepts/overview
26Functions:https://cloud.google.com/functions/pricing.Run:https://cloud.google.com/run/
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number of times it is invoked, and the amount of time it actually runs. There is no charge

if no container instance is running. Both services include a free tier.

3.2.6 Access Methods

Google Cloud provides many methods to access data from Pub/Sub, BigQuery, and

Cloud Storage. Here I provide basic details and references for those most likely to be of use

to the reader.

The Console27 is Google Cloud’s web interface. Most tasks can be completed here. This

includes: creating/deleting projects, obtaining authentication credentials, previewing data

in catalogs and streams, creating/deleting Pub/Sub subscriptions, running SQL queries in

BigQuery, deploying Cloud Functions or Run, etc.

Google provides one or more APIs for all of its services. These can be used to access

data from within or outside of Google Cloud. The general command-line interface tool is

gcloud28. Client libraries for individual services are available in many languages, typically

including Python29, Java, Go, and others. Python libraries can be pip-installed with, for

example:

1 pip install google-cloud-pubsub

2 pip install google-cloud-bigquery

3 pip install google-cloud-storage

Managed compute services like Cloud Functions and Cloud Run (§ 3.2.5) can be used

to process live message streams with minimal setup or resource management. Essentially,

the user writes a function (or module) that accepts and processes a single alert, deploys

it to a compute service, and attaches a Pub/Sub push subscription. Once this is done,

messages will be automatically delivered and processed through the user’s code, in real time.

The basic gcloud commands needed to deploy a Python Cloud Function and attach a push

pricing.
27https://console.cloud.google.com
28https://cloud.google.com/sdk/gcloud
29https://cloud.google.com/python/docs/reference
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subscription are given below. Angle brackets, <>, and everything between them should be

replaced with the user’s options. The function should be saved in a file called main.py,

and the deploy command should be run from within the same directory. Commands are

documented at https://cloud.google.com/sdk/gcloud/reference.

Deploy the function:

1 gcloud functions deploy <my-cloud-function> \

2 --entry-point=<entry-point-name> \

3 --runtime=<python37> \

4 --trigger-http \

Take note of the function’s HTTP endpoint URL, which will be displayed after deploy-

ment. Then, create a subscription and configure it to automatically push messages to the

endpoint. The following example connects the function to Pitt-Google’s heartbeat stream,

ztf-loop.

1 gcloud pubsub subscriptions create <ztf-loop-subscription> \

2 --push-endpoint=<function-endpoint-url> \

3 --topic=ztf-loop \

4 --topic-project=ardent-cycling-243415 # Pitt-Google's project ID

To delete the function and the subscription, use:

1 gcloud functions delete <my-cloud-function>

2 gcloud pubsub subscriptions delete <ztf-loop-subscription>

3.2.7 New User Setup

To access services like Pub/Sub and BigQuery, the user must be authenticated to a

Google Cloud project. Projects are free and easy to create and delete.
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The recommended authentication method for API calls is through a service account. To

set this up starting from scratch, the basic steps are:

1. log into Google Cloud (e.g., using a Gmail address)

2. create a project

3. create a service account and download a key file containing credentials

4. set environment variables for your project ID and the path to your credentials

After this one-time setup, API calls are authenticated automatically. The process is

described in more detail in our pittgoogle-client documentation, referenced in § 3.4.1.

3.3 BROKER SOFTWARE

The Pitt-Google broker facilitates public access to alert streams from astronomical sur-

veys. The software is under active development in preparation for LSST, and has been

running the ZTF alert stream consistently since Fall 2020. The broker implementation is

explicitly Google Cloud-based. It employs Google-managed services for all related tasks in-

cluding compute/processing, stream distribution, and data storage. It exposes the data at

every stage of processing in ways that enable end-users’ direct use of Google Cloud tools and

services.

This section is structured as follows. Below, I give an overview of the broker software.

The next 5 subsections describe the software that is currently (July 2022) running the ZTF

alert stream. These include data resource names, technical details, and performance metrics.

§ 3.3.6 describes current work in progress and future plans for development. I give more

technical detail than is customary in module descriptions because it can both serve as a

template for future users who want to process in the cloud, and give context for our budget,

which is presented in § 3.3.7.

Figure 10 is a diagram of the software architecture as of July 2022. The modules are

grouped into five areas by functionality, outlined in grey. The groupings are for conceptual

convenience only. Each module operates independently. There are no clusters of VMs.
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The consumer is an Apache Kafka to Google Pub/Sub connector. It simply republishes

the survey’s Kafka alert stream as a Pub/Sub stream. The storage and science pipelines are

both triggered by the consumer’s Pub/Sub stream.

The storage and science pipelines are implemented using a microservices model, which

results in per-alert processing through independent modules. In other words, there is no

batching of alerts or fusion of modules. Every module is independently deployed to a man-

aged compute service where it runs in an isolated container configured as an HTTP endpoint.

The modules are loosely connected through their input/output Pub/Sub streams. Each mod-

ule publishes messages to a dedicated topic containing the results of its processing alongside

the original alert data (except for the storage notification streams). The next module in the

pipeline connects to this topic using a push subscription, which automatically delivers new

messages to the subscribing module’s HTTP endpoint. Every request (i.e., message or alert)

received by an endpoint is processed independently through an instance of the module’s

container. Modules also stream data to BigQuery and/or Cloud Storage as appropriate.

The highly modular pipeline provides open access to the alert and related data at every

stage of processing via public Pub/Sub streams, BigQuery catalogs, and Cloud Storage

buckets. Users can process a real-time alert stream, hooking into a stream that has been

pre-processed and filtered to a level of their choosing. They can either process the alerts

through their own analysis code on a Google Cloud compute services, or ingest the data into

their own system outside of the Cloud. § 3.4 discusses data access.

3.3.1 Conductor

The conductor group contains modules that orchestrate the pipeline. The consumer is

the single module in the group.

Consumer module

Input

Output

Apache Kafka alert stream produced by an astronomical survey

(current: ZTF; previous: DECAT; future: LSST)

Pub/Sub topic: ztf-alerts

The consumer ingests a survey’s alert stream and produces a Pub/Sub stream that is a
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Figure 10: Pitt-Google broker software as of May 2022. Nodes shaded yellow are data

resources with public access rights. The resource names are given in the text. Each module is

deployed independently to the indicated compute service, shaded red. Conceptual groupings

are outlined and labeled in grey. Modules running on Compute Engine each run on a

single VM with specs given in the text. Modules running on Cloud Functions are triggered

automatically by messages published to their input stream. Black arrows indicate data flow

through the main pipelines and grey is through peripheral modules.
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nearly exact replica. It runs an Apache Kafka to Google Pub/Sub connector30 on a Compute

Engine virtual machine (VM). ZTF alerts are sent via Kafka as binary encoded Avro data;

LSST alerts will be very similar. The consumer is configured to pass the alert bytes directly

through without decoding or transforming them in any way. It also attaches the original

metadata, such as the Kafka topic and publish timestamp, as attributes on the corresponding

Pub/Sub message. The simplicity makes it effective and efficient. Alerts received through

Pub/Sub can be handled with the survey’s original tools and instructions, as expected. The

software runs in “standalone” mode on a single “g1-small” VM (0.5 vCPU and 1.70 GB

memory) and has been ingesting the ZTF stream for a year and a half with no issues. Even

so, we may switch to “distributed” mode in the future to ensure fault tolerance.

Fig. 11 shows the consumer’s performance ingesting the ZTF stream on a typical night

(top panel, 29 April 2022) and at high incoming rates (bottom panel, 1 April 2022). The

high rates were the result of connecting to the ZTF topic after the night was over. The topic

contained a backlog of nearly 200,000 alerts which the consumer ingested in just under 14

minutes, as fast as it could given the combined performance of ZTF’s Kafka broker and the

Pitt-Google consumer. The main plot in each panel is a scatter plot of the alert latencies

(elapsed time between publish timestamps from ZTF and the consumer). The top panel

shows that typical latencies are about 0.3 seconds regardless of the incoming rate. The

latencies in the bottom panel are due to the fact that the consumer began ingesting well

after ZTF had published the alerts. Data has been sigma-clipped to 4σ. The maximum

latency on 29 April 2022 before clipping was 76.5 seconds. The top subplot of each panel is

a marginal histogram that is binned to show the per-minute rate of alerts published by the

consumer module. This histogram in the bottom panel shows that the consumer published

alerts at rates approximately equal to the average rate expected from LSST. Subsequent

figures will show the performance of various modules subject to these rates.

30https://github.com/GoogleCloudPlatform/pubsub/tree/master/kafka-connector
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Consumer module

Figure 11: Consumer performance ingesting the ZTF alert stream on a typical night (top

panel) and at high incoming rates (bottom panel, explained further in the text). The y-axis

is the time elapsed between alert creation by ZTF and the consumer’s publish timestamp.

The black line is the median latency and is labeled on the right. The marginal histogram

at the top of each panel is binned to show the per-minute rate of alerts published by the

consumer. Typical latencies are about 0.3 seconds regardless of the incoming rate. The

latencies on 1 April 2022 were due to the delay in connecting to the Kafka stream. This

panel’s marginal histogram shows that the consumer published alerts at LSST-like rates.
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3.3.2 Storage

The storage group contains two modules that send incoming alert data to BigQuery

tables and a Cloud Storage bucket respectively. Both run on Cloud Functions and use

default settings: 256MB of memory, 60 second timeout. Both produce notification streams

through Pub/Sub in addition to storing data.

Cloud Storage module

Input

Outputs

Pub/Sub stream: ztf-alerts

Cloud Storage bucket: ardent-cycling-243415-ztf-alert avros

Pub/Sub topic: ztf-alert avros

This module stores the complete incoming alert as an Avro file in a Cloud Storage bucket.

The image cutouts can be obtained from these files. (They can also be obtained from the

consumer’s ztf-alerts stream but not from any other Pub/Sub stream or from BigQuery.)

The module may alter the alert’s Avro schema slightly, if necessary, to conform to strict

standards in the ordering of type definitions. This is done to support a use-case where

Avro files from Cloud Storage are streamed into BigQuery; this will fail if the schema is not

formatted correctly. The bucket itself is configured to produce a Pub/Sub stream, emitting

a message upon file upload. The message contains the bucket name, file name, IDs of the

alert object and source, and its coordinates as ra and dec. The filename follows the syntax

objectid.sourceid.topic.avro where topic is the name of Kafka topic that originated

the alert. Fig. 12 shows the performance of the Cloud Storage module. The bottom panel

demonstrates that Cloud Functions can process at LSST-like rates with very little change in

performance.

BigQuery module

Input

Outputs

Pub/Sub stream: ztf-alerts

BigQuery tables: ztf alerts.alerts; ztf alerts.DIASource

Pub/Sub topic: ztf-BigQuery

This module loads alert data to BigQuery using streaming inserts, which makes the data

immediately queryable. The full alert packet31 is sent to the alerts table as a single row

31The image cutouts are not stored in BigQuery. In the context of BigQuery storage, all references to the
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Cloud Storage module

Figure 12: Same as Fig. 11 but for the Cloud Storage module. The y-axis is the difference

between publish times of the input and output streams. This is the same as the previous

figure but labeled differently to reflect that the delay is now entirely internal and due to

the module’s message delivery and compute time. Median processing times are about 0.6

seconds and are essentially unaffected by the incoming rate (which is given in the top marginal

histograms of Fig. 11).
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with the same schema as the alert’s Avro schema. This provides immediate and persistent

SQL access to a replica of the original alert stream. The tradeoffs are that the schema is

complex (containing both nested and repeated columns) and the data is highly redundant

(since each alert includes data from previous detections which themselves triggered alerts).

To support a variety of access patterns, the module also streams data to the DIASource

table. In this table, a row only contains the object ID, the source detection that triggered

the alert, and a list of source IDs for previous detections. This is enough information to

recreate the original ZTF alert but allows the table to have a flat schema and avoid data

redundancy.

Fig. 13 shows the performance of the BigQuery module. It is similar to the Cloud Storage

module when subject to incoming alert rates typical of ZTF, but markedly different at LSST-

like rates. This is due to a Google Cloud limit on the rate of BigQuery API requests, beyond

which throttling occurs. This limit does not apply to streaming inserts, however the broker

makes a GET request for the table prior to data insertion which triggers the limit. The broker

code can be updated to avoid the request and bypass the limit.

3.3.3 Science

The science group currently contains two modules: a filter for likely extragalactic tran-

sients followed by a classifier for Type Ia supernovae. Both run on Cloud Functions and use

the default settings, with the exception that the classifier requires 512 MB of memory. Both

produce Pub/Sub streams as output, and the classifier also streams its results into BigQuery.

There is ongoing work to this pipeline, which is described in § 3.3.6. In addition, this

pipeline is ready to be extended by the inclusion of additional classifiers and other modules

that can annotate streams with information useful to end users.

Extragalactic Transients module

Input

Output

Pub/Sub stream: ztf-alerts

Pub/Sub topic: ztf-exgalac trans cf

This module filters the alert stream, republishing only the alerts likely to represent ex-

complete alert packet should be understood to exclude the cutouts.
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BigQuery module

Figure 13: Same as Fig. 12 but for the BigQuery module. At typical ZTF rates the perfor-

mance is similar to the Cloud Storage module. However, at higher incoming alert rates a

Google Cloud limit on the rate of BigQuery API requests is exceeded. This results in Google

throttling requests and the module is prevented from completing for a period of time. Once

the wait period is over the module successfully processes a relatively small number of alerts

before exceeding the limit again. This cycle causes the pattern seen in the figure. The limit

does not apply to streaming inserts directly and the broker code can be updated to avoid

the offending request and bypass the limit.
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tragalactic transients. The determination is made using basic cuts on the data, for example,

requirements that the difference image detection is positive and the object is not moving.

It is an adaptation of a transients filter developed by the ZTF team32. The performance is

similar to the SuperNNova module (below) but without the delay caused by BigQuery API

requests at high incoming rates.

SuperNNova module

Input

Output

Pub/Sub stream: ztf-exgalac trans cf

BigQuery table: ztf alerts.SuperNNova

Pub/Sub topic: ztf-SuperNNova

This module computes a binary classification for Type Ia supernovae using SuperNNova

[Möller and de Boissière, 2020]. This is a machine learning classifier that uses a recurrent

neural network (RNN) with 2 hidden layers to predict the class, given the light curves. The

model was trained by the SuperNNova developers on ZTF simulations.

3.3.4 Admin

Admin contains tools that support the broker pipelines. This includes a set of scripts

that setup a new broker instance in Google Cloud and a library of python functions that are

used throughout the broker. Both are under active development, which is described further

in § 3.3.6.

The setup scripts are currently split between bash and python and use standard Google

API calls to create Cloud resources and deploy code to compute services. The scripts assign

unique names to all resources following a predetermined syntax. We are in the process of

rewriting the setup module to use Terraform.

broker-utils is a pip-installable python package with a variety of tools used throughout

the broker to transform data, connect to GCP resources, etc. I plan to move this package to

the pittgoogle-client repo where it will form the basis for the next version of Pitt-Google’s

public client API.

32https://github.com/ZwickyTransientFacility/ztf-avro-alert/blob/master/notebooks/

Filtering_alerts.ipynb
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SuperNNova module

Figure 14: Same as Fig. 12 but for the SuperNNova module. The total number of processed

alerts is lower because this module only classifies those that are likely extragalactic transients.

At incoming rates typical of ZTF, performance is similar to previous modules. At higher

incoming rates (bottom panel) the processing times are longer because this module sends its

results to BigQuery, and so it experiences similar issues as seen in Fig. 13.
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3.3.5 Periphery

The stream looper publishes a “heartbeat” stream, ztf-loop, intended for testing the

connection. It is a VM that runs 24 hours a day and simply pulls and republishes recent

ZTF alerts at a rate of 1/s.

The metadata collector pulls the output streams of all modules in the main pipelines. It

extracts metadata from the messages and uploads it to BigQuery. This VM runs at the end

of the night (i.e., every morning), it does not process streams in real-time.

3.3.6 Work in Progress and Future Plans

The broker is under active development. Here I describe some of the plans and prototypes

that I have developed and work that is currently in progress. The numbers referenced

throughout this section refer to open GitHub Issues detailing the plans, and Pull Requests

(PRs) where the work is occurring. The Issues and PRs are in the main broker repo (https:

//github.com/mwvgroup/Pitt-Google-Broker) unless otherwise noted.

Design of the science pipeline

PR #154 is work in progress by an undergraduate student I am working with (Aaron

Palmer) that will tag messages with categorizations (e.g., real/bogus, likely extragalactic

transient, etc.) and other key data (e.g., binned magnitude, passband, etc.). These tags

will be attached as custom attributes in the message metadata rather than to the message

payload itself. This is intended to aid stream filtering (see § 3.2.2 and the discussion of

metadata below). Issue #126 proposes to add additional tags.

We intend to process every alert through every module in the science pipeline. The

tagger module (above) will replace the current extragalactic transient filter (see § 3.3.3) and

the purity filter referenced by Issue #112. The tagger will not function as a filter – it will

simply tag and republish every alert. Any future filters should be placed at the end of the

pipeline, acting only to provide a stream containing a curated subset of alerts for end users.

Issue #83 proposes to put a module at the top of the science pipeline that publishes a

lite, or “semantically compressed” version of the stream. Aaron Palmer recently began work

on this. The lite stream will contain a message for every incoming alert but it will include
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only a subset of the original data. This will help make it feasible to run every alert through

every module in the pipeline, and will provide a stream for end users that can be more easily

and cheaply listened to. The obvious tradeoff is that the end user will have to explicitly fetch

any data needed for their analysis that was dropped by this by module. At a minimum, the

lite stream must include all fields of the original alert that are accessed by modules the

science pipeline. Determining a good balance of additional fields to include/exclude that

will satisfy a broad range of use cases will likely be an ongoing process.

Access Rights

Permissions in Google Cloud can be set with a very fine level of detail. PR #147 is

work in progress that increases both our security and public availability. It improves the

security of our projects by creating custom roles, each of which defines a set of permissions

that is limited to the minimum necessary for the intended purpose. These can be assigned

to developers and users as appropriate.

PR #147 also standardizes the configuration of public access rights for our data resources

(Pub/Sub topics, BigQuery datasets, and Cloud Storage buckets). Specifically, it grants data

access to AllUsers (defined as everyone on the internet), including permissions to attach

subscriptions to topics, query datasets, make GET requests to buckets, etc33. We intend for

all of our data resources to be public. However, this has not yet been standardized in our

projects and some individual resources are not currently configured appropriately. This pull

request will correct this.

ELAsTiCC challenge

The Dark Energy Science Collaboration (DESC) is running a challenge for alert brokers

called ELAsTiCC. They will be publishing a stream containing simulated LSST alerts. Bro-

kers will process this stream and publish their classification results. DESC will then ingest

the brokers’ output streams containing classifications. This is largely intended as an oppor-

tunity for both brokers and DESC to get setup technologically for LSST and for brokers

to develop classifiers with/for LSST-like data. PR #153 is work in progress by a graduate

student I am working with (Christopher Hernandez) that updates the broker software to

33Note that many activities in Google Cloud (e.g., most API calls) require authentication, and granting
permissions to AllUsers does not override this.
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accommodate the ELAsTiCC schema, ingest the Kafka stream, and produce the requested

classifications stream for DESC.

pittgoogle-client

I have been developing a python API called pittgoogle-client (see § 3.4.1) to facilitate

user access to our data resources. Various work is ongoing. PR #6 (in the client repo) adds

a robust Pub/Sub client that performs a streaming pull and processes messages through a

user-provided callback function. This is a general tool, but is being developed now so that

DESC can use it in the ELAsTiCC challenge. This pull request includes a near-total rewrite

of the documentation. See also, broker-utils (below).

broker-utils

broker-utils34 is a python library I have developed that is used internally by the

broker. PR #150 contains a major rewrite of this library that updates dependencies and

adds modules (e.g., testing and types). Issue #158 proposes to combine this library with

the pittgoogle-client. This will simplify code management and provide end users with a

more complete, mature, and robust set of tools.

tom-pittgoogle

tom-pittgoogle35 is a Pitt-Google plugin for the TOM Toolkit [Street et al., 2018].

It currently contains proof-of-concept implementations for three different access methods:

Pub/Sub access via Python, Pub/Sub access via REST, and BigQuery access via Python.

All three work, but the REST implementation has inherent limitations and doesn’t add

anything significant; it can be dropped. These all rely on consumers that were written

specifically for the implementation and reside in the tom-pittgoogle repo. Issue #2 (in the

tom-pittgoogle repo) proposes to replace these with pittgoogle-client consumers.

Integration testing

PR #148 adds tools to perform integration testing. The test’s workflow is to trigger a

chain of one or more deployed modules by publishing alerts to the Pub/Sub topic at the

top of the chain, then pull messages from a subscription attached at the end of the chain

34The current docs are at https://pitt-broker.readthedocs.io/en/u-tjr-update_broker_utils/

api/broker-utils/consumer-sim.html. Notably, they are not in the main branch; a problem that should
be fixed by Issue #158.

35Repo: https://github.com/mwvgroup/tom_pittgoogle. Docs: https://tom-pittgoogle.rtfd.io
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and validate that the input messages made it all the way through the chain. The test will

validate that modules are functioning at a baseline level and are properly integrated with

the rest of the pipeline.

Pipeline administration

Issue #159 proposes to port all modules that currently run on Cloud Functions to Cloud

Run. This should make code management easier and provide better performance at LSST

scale.

PR #152 is work in progress that will port the broker’s setup scripts to a Terraform36

implementation. Currently, the setup uses a combination of bash and python scripts that

setup Cloud resources and deploy modules by calling Google Cloud command-line and python

APIs. Using Terraform will greatly simplify the deployment process, making it much easier to

pick and choose which resources/modules are created/deployed. It will also greatly simplify

the ongoing management of Cloud resources.

Rubin test stream

PR #123 adds a connection to Rubin Observatory’s test alert stream. Rubin will use

a Kafka broker that is very similar to the one in use by ZTF. One major difference will be

that Rubin’s Avro-serialized alert packets will be schema-less. Brokers will need to cache the

schema themselves. Ideally, our consumer would integrate directly with the schema registry

used by Rubin. However, there are technical implementation issues (which are described in

the pull request), and the pull request uses a work-around.

Cross matching

Cross matching with large catalogs is a particular challenge in our pipeline because of

the per-alert processing. I have developed three prototype cross-matching modules that each

experiment with a different approach.

The first was implemented in Dataflow and attempted to batch alerts and then call

the CDS cross-match service37. The batching never worked properly and we no longer use

Dataflow. However, this method is feasible and we may want to revive it in the future, batch-

ing alerts for this module only and then returning to per-alert processing for downstream

36https://www.terraform.io/
37http://cdsxmatch.u-strasbg.fr/
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modules.

PR #100 performs a cross match with the AllWISE38 catalog that is hosted as a Big-

Query public dataset39. This was very expensive to do on a per-alert basis (seen in 3.3.7).

The discussion in pull request outlines some options to try, including optimizing the table

structure (e.g., through partitioning and clustering) or using BigTable, which is likely to be

better suited to this access pattern.

PR #106 uses a catalog of cataclysmic variables [Abril et al., 2020] that is small enough

to be packaged and deployed with the module. It runs on Cloud Run and performs the cross

match internally, avoiding the issues associated with calling external services on a per-alert

basis. This module works, but would require some cleanup before being put in production.

This approach could be extended to other small catalogs, but is not scalable to the multiple,

large catalogs with which we would like to cross match.

Multi-messenger astronomy

Issue #126 describes a use case for multi-messenger astronomy and outlines the necessary

work. Fig. 15 diagrams the end-to-end process. The idea is for Pitt-Google to federate the

LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA and LSST alert streams in a way that allows a researcher to listen for

interesting gravitational wave (GW) events in the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA stream and then

trigger a custom search of LSST data for an electromagnetic (EM) counterpart. The search

can monitor the LSST live stream going forward and also has immediate access to the alert

stream history due to the streaming inserts to BigQuery. Issue #126 details the envisioned

implementation, including both the functionality Pitt-Google needs to implement and the

anticipated workflow and available options for the researcher. At a minimum, Pitt-Google

would need to ingest a GW stream. Issue #121 proposes to implement access to LIGO/Virgo

streams through a connection to the Gamma-ray Coordinates Network40.

BigQuery tables

PR #141 restructures the way the results of classifiers/categorizers (science pipeline

modules) are stored in BigQuery. It creates a new table called classifications that will

hold a summary of the results from every module, and individual tables for each module

38https://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allwise/
39https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/public-data
40https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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Figure 15: Diagram of the envisioned process by which researchers could hook into Pitt-

Google’s alert streams and catalogs and use them to hunt for electromagnetic counterparts

of gravitational waves, both forward and backward in time. The user module (gold) on the

left listens to the GW stream, choses an interesting event, then does the following: deploy

the module on the right (injecting the GW data), query historical LSST data (all the way

up to the given moment), analyze it, and send results to a user-owned Pub/Sub topic. The

module on the right listens to the LSST live stream, analyzes it, and sends results to the

same topic.
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that will store detailed results.

Issue #102 proposes to calculate object statistics using DIA sources and store them in

either BigQuery or BigTable. BigTable may provide a more efficient means to update on

a regular basis. Aaron Palmer has recently picked this up and is attempting to create the

table as a materialized view on one of the existing tables (alerts or DIASource).

Metadata

Custom attributes that we attach in the message metadata can be used to filter sub-

scriptions (§ 3.2.2). In the streams produced by the storage pipeline, these attributes include

identifying information that will allow the listener to query/download the stored row/file. In

the science pipeline, this currently includes only the object and source IDs, though PR #154

(discussed above) adds several more (e.g., binned magnitude) and Issue #126 (discussed

above) proposes to add a HEALPix index to aid GW searches. A HEALPix index can

also aid cross matching more generally. The magnitude is binned because these attributes

must be strings, and thus the filters support a limited set of operations (discussed further

in § 3.2.2). Issue #79 proposes to track code versions for classifiers and the overall broker

version by adding them to metadata.

3.3.7 Pitt-Google’s Budget

In the LSST era, it may become common for individual researchers and collaborations

to at least want to process ZTF-sized alert streams. Pitt-Google’s adoption of the cloud

model offers a way to do this that has low overhead and low barrier to entry by providing

researchers with direct access to cloud computing for their own purposes. However, the

costs associated with cloud computing (discussed in § 3.2) can be a source of confusion and

apprehension at first glance, for at least two reasons. First, the charges from the cloud

provider are based on usage, and they tend to be very small but frequent. People may

find it difficult to predict what their actual usage – and thus total cost – will be. Second,

the overall budget for a project that runs in the cloud tends to breakdown along different

categories than the budget of a project using more traditional processing methods on local

machines, department clusters, etc. This may include percentages that go to FTEs (humans),
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equipment/networking and related maintenance, a cloud provider, etc. This breakdown may

also be difficult to predict. Here, I provide details of the Pitt-Google broker’s budget. It

is intended to give people a sense of how the cloud computing costs break down, and what

the total amounts end up being to develop the software described in this paper and run the

ZTF alert stream.

We currently pay approximately $500 per month for Google Cloud services. This includes

running the full ZTF stream through the pipelines described in § 3.3 and all related testing

and development. To date (1 March 2020 through 25 April 2022), we have incurred a total

of $8,548 in Google Cloud charges, of which $7,527 was covered by research credits and

other options (described above). All code development has been done by students at the

University of Pittsburgh. Fall 2021 was the first time anyone was paid to work on the

Pitt-Google broker.

We began processing the nightly ZTF alert stream on a consistent basis in late 2020.

Here I describe our total budget for 2021. Fig. 16 shows a breakdown of our Google Cloud

charges by month and service. We incurred $6155 in total cost, but it was covered entirely

by research credits (referenced above). This included running the full ZTF stream plus

all development and testing. Our only other budget item in 2021 was one FTE (graduate

student) for one semester.

3.4 DATA ACCESS

Pitt-Google broker is currently providing ZTF alert data in streams, catalogs, and Avro

files, as described in § 3.3. Many access methods are available. This section discusses Pitt-

Google’s custom APIs. Google Cloud’s native tools were discussed in § 3.2.6. For any access

method, users need 1) the name of the Pitt-Google resource, and 2) authentication to Google

Cloud. Resource names are given in § 3.3. Authentication is obtained directly from Google,

and is discussed in § 3.2.7. Instructions are also provided in the online documentation for

the pittgoogle-client, discussed below.
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Figure 16: Pitt-Google’s total charges incurred on Google Cloud in 2021, by month and

service. This is a screenshot of our billing page and includes all GCP projects, services,

and SKUs associated with our billing account. The work represented here includes running

and storing the full ZTF alert stream plus all development and testing. The total cost was

$6154.87, and was offset 100% by Google Cloud research credits. The BigQuery charge

in September is mostly due to a two-day test of a cross-match module, which queried a

BigQuery table for every alert. Our transition from Dataflow to Cloud Functions can be

seen in their respective trends, as well as the overall cost difference between the two.
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3.4.1 pittgoogle-client

pittgoogle-client41 is a Python library of custom tools for accessing Pitt-Google’s

Cloud data resources and working with the data. Tools that access our Cloud resources are

wrappers for Google’s APIs, discussed in § 3.2.6. These tools simplify the connections to

data resources while also exposing the underlying Google API so that the user can call it

directly at any point where they want more control. An example of this is given below.

The library can be installed using:

1 pip install pittgoogle-client

It is then imported in Python as:

1 import pittgoogle

The online documentation includes instructions for obtaining authentication credentials

from Google, a description of the available data, names of the data resources, and instructions

for using each module and class. Work on a major upgrade to this library is nearly complete

(referenced in § 3.3.6). Many of the features and functionality described in the remainder of

this section will be introduced in this upgrade.

The library supports authentication via two methods: a service account and OAuth 2.0.

Current modules include auth, bigquery, figures, pubsub, types, and utils. Below I

describe how to use this library to process an alert stream. The example assumes that setup

has been completed using the recommended authentication method in § 3.2.7.

The pittgoogle.pubsub module includes a consumer that will execute what Pub/Sub

calls a “streaming pull”. This is the recommended way to process a live alert stream. It is

an asynchronous method that runs in a background thread and processes messages through

a user-supplied callback, allowing the user to run a listener indefinitely without requiring

the application to block while waiting for new messages. As demonstrated below, the user

41Repo: https://github.com/mwvgroup/pittgoogle-client. Docs: https://pittgoogle-client.

rtfd.io
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provides a callback and then calls the consumer’s stream() method. The callback should

accept a pittgoogle.types.Alert as input, process it and save results as desired, then

return a pittgoogle.types.Response. Here is an example of a basic callback that saves

the alert data to a file if the objectId matches a given string:

1 def my_callback(alert):

2 # alert is a pittgoogle.types.Alert

3 # with attributes determined by the consumer's unpack keyword

4 metadata_dict = alert.metadata

5 alert_dict = alert.dict

6

7 try:

8 # process the alert and store needed results

9 if metadata_dict["objectId"] == "ZTF18acvgznv":

10 with open("ZTF18acvgznv.txt", "w") as fout:

11 fout.write(str(alert_dict))

12

13 except:

14 # processing failed, so do not acknowledge the message

15 ack = False

16

17 else:

18 # processing succeeded, so acknowledge the message

19 ack = True

20

21 # return a Response

22 return pittgoogle.types.Response(ack=ack)

If processing was successful, the message should be acknowledged using ack = True. If

it is not, Pub/Sub will redeliver the message at some arbitrary time in the future.

Here is the code to execute a streaming pull using this callback:
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1 from pittgoogle.pubsub import Consumer

2

3 consumer = Consumer(

4 user_callback=my_callback, # callback that will process alerts

5 unpack=["dict", "metadata"], # data available to the callback

6 )

7

8 consumer.stream() # blocks the main thread by default

Instantiating a consumer will authenticate the user to Google Cloud, create a subscriber

client, and make sure the client can connect to the subscription, creating it if necessary. There

are various options that can be sent as keyword arguments to, for example, control which

subscription the client connects to, how many messages it pulls before closing the stream,

etc. By default, the call to consumer.stream() will block the main thread while it pulls and

processes a small number of messages through the callback, and then close the background

thread and return. These defaults are intended to support the user while developing the

callback, especially to prevent the streaming pull from running out of control. Ctrl + C can

be used at any time to regain control of the terminal – the consumer will attempt to close

the stream and exit the background thread gracefully before returning.

Once the callback is working as desired, the streaming pull can be run indefinitely without

blocking the main thread by using:

1 consumer = Consumer(

2 user_callback=my_callback, # callback that will process alerts

3 unpack=["dict", "metadata"], # data available to the callback

4 max_results=None, # pull and process alerts indefinitely

5 )

6

7 consumer.stream(block=False) # don't block the main thread

In this case, the consumer’s stop() method can be used to close the stream and back-
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ground thread:

1 consumer.stop()

The module is written in a way that allows the user to mix and match pittgoogle

calls with direct calls to the underlying Google Cloud API. This allows the use of Pitt-

Google’s wrappers when convenient without sacrificing the detailed control allowed by di-

rect use of Google’s API. For example, the consumer created in the previous example

uses a google.cloud.pubsub v1.subscriber.client.Client() to manage the subscrip-

tion, streaming pull, etc. This Pub/Sub client is exposed as consumer.client.client. So,

if the user wants pittgoogle to handle the setup tasks like creating the client and making

sure the subscription exists, but wants more control over the details of the streaming pull

(e.g., parallelization), this can be done using the Pub/Sub client’s subscribe()42 method,

through the consumer:

1 consumer.streaming_pull_future = consumer.client.client.subscribe()

Appropriate arguments should be sent with subscribe(). Assigning the result to

consumer.streaming pull future allows the use of Pitt-Google’s consumer.stop() to

close the stream.

3.4.2 tom-pittgoogle

tom-pittgoogle43 is a plugin for the TOM Toolkit [Street et al., 2018]. The TOM

Toolkit is a software package that facilitates researchers setting up a database-driven system

with a web front-end or GUI that allows them to aggregate and analyze data and connect

with follow-up facilities. The tom-pittgoogle repo currently contains 3 working proof-of-

concept implementations that connect our streams and catalogs into the system. Plans for

continued development are discussed in § 3.3.6.

42https://googleapis.dev/python/pubsub/latest/subscriber/api/client.html#google.cloud.

pubsub_v1.subscriber.client.Client.subscribe
43Repo: https://github.com/mwvgroup/tom_pittgoogle, Docs: https://tom-pittgoogle.rtfd.io
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3.5 SUMMARY

Pitt-Google has been selected as a full-stream community alert broker for LSST. The

software is under active development using the ZTF alert stream. Our founding motivations

are to provide broad public access to the full LSST alert stream and to facilitate scientific col-

laboration with a low barrier to entry through Google Cloud’s advanced, big-data solutions.

We have been running the ZTF alert stream consistently since late 2020.

We are providing ZTF alerts and value-added data through the Google Cloud services

Pub/Sub, BigQuery, and Cloud Storage. These services, and the Google Cloud model in

general, were described in § 3.2. There are many ways to access the data, both within and

outside of the Cloud. Google’s own web console and APIs, and the process of using managed-

compute services for real-time stream analysis, was discussed in § 3.2.6. Pitt-Google’s custom

APIs were presented in § 3.4, along with code examples and links to our online documentation

and tutorials. The custom APIs are Python libraries and include pittgoogle-client, our

core set of user tools, and tom-pittgoogle, our plugin for the TOM Toolkit [Street et al.,

2018]. They provide the user with data access via convenience wrappers around the relevant

Google Cloud APIs, alongside other tools to unpack, visualize, and work with the alert data.

Regardless of the access method, users will obtain authentication directly from Google. The

process is detailed in our online documentation.

The current status of the broker software, plus ongoing work and future development

plans, was presented in § 3.3. There is work in progress on nearly all aspects of the broker.

The software runs on Google Cloud compute services, and exposes the data publicly at each

stage of processing. The consumer ingests ZTF’s alert stream and republishes it to a public

Pub/Sub topic. It publishes a byte-for-byte copy of the message payload (i.e., the alert

packet/data), and attaches the Kafka metadata (e.g., publish time and topic) as custom

attributes in the Pub/Sub metadata. The storage and science pipelines are triggered via

push subscriptions on the consumer’s topic. The storage pipeline streams alert data to

BigQuery and Cloud Storage where it is available immediately for queries and/or download.

Both pipelines use what is known as a “microservices” model. Each module in a pipeline

is independently deployed to a managed-compute service like Cloud Functions and configured
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(via Pub/Sub push subscriptions) to trigger automatically on messages published by the

previous module in the pipeline. All processing is per-alert; there is no batching. The

service automatically scales to meet the incoming demand and alert processing occurs in

parallel for a given module, when needed. This model can be replicated by users who wish

to process the live alert streams, and can be easily scaled for an individual running a single

module to a full-scale downstream broker.

The science pipeline currently filters for extragalactic transients and then computes a

binary classification for Type Ia supernovae using SuperNNova [Möller and de Boissière,

2020]. Notably, the science pipeline is being redesigned to include more modules and to

run every alert through every module (rather than filtering before classifying). This work

is discussed in § 3.3.6. A module is being added that will publish a “lite” version of the

alert stream containing every alert but with a subset of the original data, allowing it to be

listened to more cheaply. Another module is being added that will tag each alert with basic

data like a binned magnitude and categorizations like real/bogus, attaching them as custom

attributes in the message metadata where they are easily accessible to filters. There is also

ongoing work toward adding cross matching modules.
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4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

LSST’s data will be abundant and rich, and will throw the door open to revolutions

across astronomy. But along with the multitude of opportunities, LSST’s unprecedented

datasets will also bring new technical and scientific challenges for the community.

As shown in Chapter 2, the effect of DM in stars may be observable in the isochrones of

star clusters residing in rich DM environments. These may show differences to key features

such as the location of the MS turnoff, the presence or absence of a “convective hook”, or

the luminosity of the tip of the red giant branch. As discussed in § 1.1, these features are

also affected by, e.g., the age and metallicity of the cluster and are often used to compare

with the results of stellar evolution models. Thus, at a minimum, care should be taken in

the interpretation of isochrones when the cluster’s DM environment is either uncertain or

amenable to large capture rates. Combined with independent measurements of a cluster’s

age and/or metallicity, these isochrones may reveal the nature of DM.

Conditions in both high-redshift galaxies and the centers of larger galaxies (e.g., the Milky

Way) are thought to be such that DM capture rates would be high. However, the effects

will not be directly observable for the former, and dark matter density profiles are difficult

to constrain for the later. Dwarf satellite galaxies may offer the best chance to observe

these effects. Dwarfs in the Local Group are known to have large mass-to-light ratios and

their DM is well-constrained to have high densities and low velocity dispersions, amenable

to large capture rates. LSST, with its wide survey area and faint limiting magnitudes, will

observe hundreds of dwarf galaxies. Further, its excellent astrometric precision will support

measurements of their internal motions, and by extension constraints on their density profiles

[Ivezić et al., 2019]. Coupled with spectroscopic follow up (e.g., to estimate metallicity), this

has the potential to reveal the nature of dark matter. Even baring such definitive results,
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ADM has the potential to contaminate the interpretation of cluster isochrones from LSST

by mimicking effects caused by distance or metallicity.

The Pitt-Google alert broker, presented in Chapter 3, is preparing to serve the astronomy

community by processing the full LSST alert stream, enriching it with additional data, and

redistributing it through channels and formats that simplify its further analysis by individual

researchers and collaborations. The broker pipelines are designed to expose the data at every

step, allowing researchers to hook into an alert stream that has been preprocessed to a level

of their choosing. Our custom Python library, pittgoogle-client, simplifies data access,

and the documentation provides tutorials. The tom-pittgoogle library integrates our data

resources with the TOM Toolkit, a popular tool in astronomy for data collection and follow-

up management. Many of the broker’s implementation details are designed to make the data

easily accessible. Attaching summary data to the message metadata provides easy access

for stream filters. The immediate SQL access to alert stream history, made possible by the

broker’s streaming inserts to BigQuery, may prove helpful for uses cases like multi-messenger

astronomy and searches for the electromagnetic counterparts of gravitational waves. This

will allow researchers to immediately look both forward (via Pub/Sub streams) and backward

(via BigQuery tables) in time with no gap in the data. Future development, including the

addition of new modules that classify the objects in the alerts and cross match them with

static catalogs, will further increase the usefulness of our broker’s services.

Cloud computing can expand access to astronomy’s emerging, big-data frontier, bringing

it to those who would not otherwise have the resources or technical know-how to process

data at this scale. The Pitt-Google broker’s unique approach is the first to directly enable

this type of access. By providing the data through Google Cloud’s services like Pub/Sub

and BigQuery, our broker is opening access to the alert data through all of the tools and

services that Google has developed for large-scale data analysis. Individuals will be able to

use Pub/Sub in combination with managed compute services like Cloud Functions to process

LSST’s live data stream without having to manage the hardware, runtime environment, client

connection, scaling to meet demand, etc. This can allow researchers to focus on developing

their analysis code and evolving it quickly by testing on the live alert stream each night.

This is the pace that will be required to best take advantage of the coming opportunities,
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especially early in the survey when LSST begins to flood the unexplored parameter space

with rich new data.
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APPENDIX A

OBSERVING STELLAR EVOLUTION WITH LSST

A.1 ISOCHRONES

A single molecular cloud produces a cluster of stars, numbering dozens to hundreds of

thousands, with essentially the same age and chemical composition. This allows us to study

stellar evolution using a snapshot of a cluster, by plotting all of the member stars together

on an HRD and comparing to the predictions of models. Since all stars in a cluster are the

same age, their HRDs are called isochrones.

LSST will conduct the first systematic survey of star clusters in the southern sky in a

volume that is unprecedented anywhere. The isochrones produced from the thousands of

clusters it is expected to observe will span the spaces of age and metallicity for the first

time [LSST Science Collaboration et al., 2009]. This will allow for crucial comparisons while

fixing key drivers of the observed variation.

Well-populated isochrones can be used to study how stars evolve on timescales that are

much longer than human life. This is because (a) the underlying (i.e., in a cluster with an

infinite number of stars) distribution of ZAMS masses is continuous, and (b) stars within

relatively large mass ranges undergo nearly the same evolution at different rates, and the

rates scale smoothly with the ZAMS mass (see § 1.1.1). And so, with a large enough sample

of stars of the same age, we can infer the evolution of a single star over time periods up to

billions of years.

Fig. 17 shows the isochrones of 32 well-observed clusters colored by age, demonstrating
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the evolution of populations over time. Stars on the MS line up diagonally in order of

decreasing mass (top-left to bottom-right) with kinks that track those of the homology

relations (as seen in Fig. 1). This is a well-populated feature on an HRD, since stars spend

most of their lives here. An individual star leaving the main sequence would migrate to the

right, and then perform a series of trips through the upper right portion of the diagram

as it evolves through the giant branches (see § A.2.2). The shapes of isochrones track this

evolution and contain many useful features. The mass of stars that are just turning off

the main sequence indicates the cluster’s age. The morphology of the turnoff is affected by

atomic diffusion [Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018], and the “convective hook” seen in Fig. 18

tracks the contraction of intermediate (§ A.2.2.3) and high mass stars ((§ A.2.2.5)) at the

end of the MS – both revealing important clues about stellar structure. The hook’s location

and morphology can be compared to model predictions and used to tune the parameters

that encapsulate uncertain processes like overshooting (discussed in § 1.1.1). The location

of the tip of the red giant branch is relatively insensitive to mass or metallicity and can be

used as a “standard candle” to measure the cluster’s distance.

A.2 LIGHT CURVES AND THE ALERT STREAM

Light curves: A light curve is a time series of photometric data, specifically the apparent

brightness within a small range of wavelengths, determined by the telescope’s filter. Contrary

to isochrones, these require repeated observations and reveal the evolution of an individual

star over a very short timescale, relative to the star’s life. They are commonly used in

the study of transients and variable stars for both classification of individual objects and

statistical studies of populations. These objects often evolve differently in different filters,

thus light curves in multiple filters (such as will be provided by LSST) can give important

clues about the astrophysical sources.

Alert stream: The evolution seen in light curves is happening on human timescales which

offers a unique opportunity for detailed study of particularly interesting events. Researchers

can identify them as they happen and trigger additional follow-up observations to gather
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Figure 17: Gaia isochrones of 32 well-measured star clusters, colored by age. The evolution

of several distinctive and useful features can be seen including the slope of the MS, the

location of the MS turnoff, and the tip of the red giant branch. Credit: Gaia Collaboration

et al., A&A, 616, A10 6, 2018, reproduced with permission © ESO.
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Figure 18: Gaia isochrone of the M67 cluster overlaid with a model generated by PARSEC

[Marigo et al., 2017] for comparison. The model reproduces the MS slope and turnoff loca-

tion reasonably well. Note that the MS is well-populated underneath the line representing

the model; the scatter above the line is caused by the combined light of stars in unresolved

binaries. The MS turnoff mass is about 1.28 M⊙ [Mowlavi et al., 2012], right near the bound-

ary where cores become convective. The discrepancy in the hook features likely indicates

that the model’s treatment of overshooting (discussed in § 1.1.1) needs better calibration, as

the quality of Gaia’s data places the feature very precisely [Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018].

Credit: Gaia Collaboration et al., A&A, 616, A10 15, 2018, reproduced with permission ©

ESO.
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valuable information with different filters, spectral resolution, and/or cadence. For this

reason, surveys like LSST are motivated to release data on all actively changing sources as

a real-time message stream, called an alert stream, in addition to the catalogs they publish

in standard data releases (approximately yearly). Each message is an “alert” about a single

observation of a single object/event (called a source). These sources are found by performing

image subtraction, i.e., subtracting a template of the same region of sky to reveal all sources

which have changed in either brightness or position.

LSST’s alert stream will be more than an order of magnitude larger than the current

leader, ZTF. Each night, it is projected to include ∼ 7 × 106 variable stars and ∼ 2 × 105

supernovae alongside (non-stellar objects) ∼ 6 × 104 active galactic nuclei and ∼ 2 × 106

solar system objects [Graham et al., 2019, Bellm et al., 2019].

The remainder of this section is devoted to the stellar activity that will appear in the

alert stream and is structured as follows. In § A.2.1 and § A.2.2 I discuss binary systems

and post-MS evolution respectively as these are dominant causes of stellar events that are

revealed by image differencing. In § A.2.3 and § A.2.4 I discuss transients and variable stars

respectively and give specific examples of each that will appear in the stream.

A.2.1 Binary systems

Most stars live in binaries, gravitationally bound to a companion and orbiting their

common center of mass. If they are separated by a relatively large distance this does not

affect their evolution. But if they are closer together, their lives can become quite dynamic.

When one of the stars evolves into a giant (via normal evolution, § A.2.2) its atmosphere may

puff out so large as to envelop its companion, setting off a chain of (not-well-understood)

events that leads to inspiral of the stars. This can end with a much closer binary system

that has ejected the common envelope, or a dramatic merging of the two stars. A similar

process which does not reach the common envelope configuration can instead lead to mass

transfer as material from one star experiences more gravitational force from the other. Some

examples are X-ray binaries and cataclysmic variables (CVs, § A.2.4.4). Very close binaries

can produce gravitational waves as they orbit at high speeds in a small space, sending
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out ripples through space. This removes energy from the system and causes further inspiral,

likely resulting in a merger. Some examples are kilonovae (§ A.2.3.2) and Type Ia supernovae

(§ A.2.2.4). Many of these events are difficult to observe and relatively poorly understood.

But they will show up frequently in LSST’s alert stream, ready to be found and studied.

A.2.2 Post-Main Sequence Stars

The gravitational collapse of a star can be halted only by nuclear burning or the de-

generacy pressure provided by electrons or neutrons. When hydrogen runs out in the core,

the star begins to contract, and it leaves the MS. The details of what follows vary, mostly

depending on the star’s mass, but the general process is that it will go through cycles of core

contraction interrupted by burning, either in the core or in a shell between the core and the

atmosphere. The atmosphere responds by expanding and cooling, with intermittent phases

of contraction and heating. It becomes very bright and we call it a “giant” or a “supergiant”,

often qualified with “red” or “blue” indicating that the surface is relatively cool or hot re-

spectively. This is often a very active phase and the star may pulsate (§ A.2.4.1), ignite

fuel unstably in a flash, and/or lose a significant amount of mass via winds in its extended

atmosphere.

When it can’t burn any more fuel, it ends its life in one of the following ways:

1. as a white dwarf, with M⋆ ≲ 1.4 M⊙, supported by electron degeneracy pressure, slowly

radiating away the heat left over from nuclear burning.

2. as a neutron star – the result of an extremely bright explosion (a supernova) that leaves

behind a core supported by neutron degeneracy pressure, which slowly radiates its leftover

heat away.

3. as a black hole – the result of either direct and complete collapse or an explosion that

left behind a core too massive to be supported by neutron degeneracy pressure and thus

collapsed.

4. in an explosion that tears the star apart completely, leaving no remnant.

The first three are remnants which can interact further with a companion, usually by

accreting mass or merging, often with explosive results.
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A.2.2.1 Very low mass stars - Red giants and white dwarfs. Stars with (M⋆ ≲

0.3 M⊙) are very faint and are also the most numerous in the Universe. Since they are

dominated by convection they can burn most of their hydrogen, and they burn it very

slowly. The convection also stirs up the star’s magnetic fields, and so very low mass stars

are more likely to flare (§ A.2.4.3). They live for ≳ 1012 years, and so none will have evolved

off of the MS at the Universe’s current age. They are expected to transition slowly into

red giants as their hydrogen burning slowly ceases. They will not reach temperatures high

enough to fuse helium. They will slowly become white dwarfs and continue radiating leftover

thermal energy for a very long time.

A.2.2.2 Low mass stars - Red giants and white dwarfs. Stars with (0.3 M⊙ ≲

M⋆ ≲ 2 M⊙) transition smoothly from core to shell hydrogen burning. Their cores slowly

contract until they become dominated by electron degeneracy pressure. They are not massive

enough to contract any further unless they accrete matter from a companion. If they are

heavy enough to burn helium [M⋆ ≳ 0.8 M⊙; Pols, 2011] it ignites in a flash at the so-called

tip of the red giant branch. They lose mass through winds from their extended atmospheres.

This is mostly hydrogen but can include heavier elements that were produced during fusion

and dredged up by deep convective envelopes. Towards the end of their lives they blow off

the rest of their atmospheres, leaving their (mostly carbon and oxygen) cores exposed. They

become white dwarfs.

A.2.2.3 Intermediate mass stars - Red giants and white dwarfs. (2 M⊙ ≲ M⋆ ≲

8 M⊙) have strongly convective cores on the MS which means that they are well-mixed and

hydrogen burning ends fairly rapidly throughout the entire core. The entire star contracts

in response until the temperature and density in a shell which is still hydrogen-rich is hot

enough to ignite. This causes a feature on an HRD1 called the convective hook, discussed

1A Hertzsprung–Russell diagram (HRD) is one of the most widely used visualizations in astronomy and
comes in two forms. Theorists plot the (surface) luminosity and temperature, while observers plot magnitude
and color. Though the mapping between the two is non-trivial it is monotonic. They convey essentially the
same information and both display the features discussed in the text. Star catalogs are often sliced in various
ways and plotted on HRDs to study, e.g., the effects of metallicity or the statistical features of stars in a
given mass range.
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in § A.1. Their evolution is similar to low mass stars except that burn helium stably. Their

higher central temperatures and burning rates kept their cores less dense than those of low

mass stars for most of their lives, but eventually they contract enough to be supported by

electron degeneracy pressure and they also become white dwarfs.

A.2.2.4 White dwarfs that exceed 1.4 M⊙ - Type Ia supernovae. The limit to

the amount of mass that can be supported by electron degeneracy pressure is ∼ 1.4 M⊙,

called the Chandrasekhar limit. White dwarfs cannot be more massive than this. If the white

dwarf is in a binary and accretes enough mass from its companion to pass the Chandrasekhar

limit, it is thought that runaway fusion would cause a thermonuclear explosion and result in

a Type Ia SNe [where SNe is the plural abbreviation of supernova; see Alsabti and Murdin,

for a comprehensive review]. The merging of two white dwarfs is also expected to cause a

Type Ia SNe. Both channels are thought to contribute, but their progenitors are elusive in

observations. The explosion completely destroys the white dwarf, leaving no remnant. The

extremely high energies released in all SNe trigger fusion in the ejected matter, and Type Ia

SNe are the primary producers of iron in the Universe. Since all Type Ia SNe are produced

by stars of ∼ 1.4 M⊙ they all release approximately the same amount of energy. This

makes them excellent distance indicators since their apparent luminosities can be compared

with the expected absolute luminosity. Since they are also extremely bright (often briefly

outshining their entire host galaxies), they are very important to cosmology where they are

used to measure the expansion history of the Universe.

A.2.2.5 High mass stars - Red and blue supergiants, white dwarfs, supernovae,

neutron stars, and black holes. Stars with (M⋆ ≳ 8 M⊙) experience significant mass loss

through stellar winds, especially post-MS. This tends to increase with increasing mass and

decreasing metallicity and can be important even during the MS, though the uncertainties

involved make it difficult to predict how much mass a given star will lose and when. They

have sufficiently massive cores to ignite carbon, but beyond this their fates depend strongly

on when and how much mass is lost. The lowest mass stars in this range are not massive

enough to burn elements heavier than carbon. If their core mass at this stage is ≲ 1.4 M⊙ they
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become (mostly oxygen and neon) white dwarfs. If they are massive enough to ignite elements

heavier than carbon then they are too massive to be supported by electron degeneracy

pressure. They continue through cycles of contraction and fusion, burning neon, oxygen,

and silicon until their cores are composed mostly of iron. Iron burning is endothermic and

so stars cannot support themselves against gravity by burning it.

A large body of ongoing research is devoted to the very rapid and complicated processes

that happen when fusion stops for good [see Alsabti and Murdin, for a comprehensive review],

but in short: Most of these stars likely contract until they surpass the density of an atomic

nucleus and neutron degeneracy pressure causes the inner core to bounce back and collide

with the outer core which is still in free fall. This causes an explosion called a core collapse

supernova. There are many subtypes of core collapse SNe, mostly classified according to

their composition (determined from spectral measurements) and the shapes of their light

curves (§ A.2). If the remaining core has a mass low enough to be supported by neutron

degeneracy pressure, it will stabilize as a neutron star. Otherwise, it will collapse into a

black hole. The most massive stars at ZAMS may still be too massive (even after severe

mass loss) for neutron degeneracy pressure to be strong enough to cause a core bounce and

explosion. If so, they collapse directly into black holes without exploding. Metallicity can

strongly impact the fates of massive stars, predominantly by altering mass loss rates. Very

low metallicity stars lose significantly less mass, and so are much more likely to collapse

directly into black holes.

A.2.3 Transients

Transients, by definition, appear in observations for a (usually brief) period of time

and then disappear forever. These are often catastrophically explosive events which are

intrinsically very bright and can be seen at large distances, too far away for the progenitor

star to have been detected. We can observe them in a much larger volume than variable

stars but their inherent rates are much lower, the combined result being that LSST will

observe about 35 times more variable stars than transients each night. The vast majority of

transients are supernovae (§ A.2.2.4 and § A.2.2.5). But there is a fairly unexplored gap in
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the parameter space to which LSST will throw the door wide open.

A.2.3.1 Gap transients. “Gap transient” refers to an event with a peak absolute lu-

minosity that falls in the gap between the brightest novae and the dimmest supernovae. We

rarely observe events in this gap, which spans more than 2 orders of magnitude, but theory

predicts that more should occur here. Some examples include the explosion of massive stars

(> 25 M⊙, § A.2.2.5) whose cores collapse into black holes (called fallback supernovae), kilo-

novae (§ A.2.3.2), common envelope mergers, and two types of accreting binaries [Kasliwal,

2011, LSST Science Collaboration et al., 2009]. LSST is expected to make the previously

rare events in this space rather common. It is also expected to detect phenomena here that

we have never seen before, and possibly some that we haven’t yet imagined [LSST Science

Collaboration et al., 2009].

A.2.3.2 Kilonovae. Kilonovae are the result of a merger between a neutron star (§ A.2.2.5)

and either a black hole or another neutron star. They evolve rapidly and are likely to be visi-

ble for only a few days. They produce rare, heavy elements like gold and platinum, and they

generate gravitational waves. They are the subject of a particularly active subfield in as-

tronomy’s emerging “multi-messenger” era. This has been particularly true since 2017, when

GW170817 [Abbott et al., 2017] was discovered and became the first, and still only, event

ever seen by both gravitational wave and electromagnetic detectors [see Metzger, 2019, for

a review of the observations]. Scolnic et al. [2018] ran simulations of different surveys (e.g.,

observing cadence and sky coverage) and found that LSST is likely to have the capability of

detecting ∼ 75 in total, almost a factor of 5 more than the next highest, the Roman Space

telescope (formerly called WFIRST2). The fact that the study relied on kilonova models and

estimated volumetric rates based on the single known event, plus searches that resulted in

non-detections, only underscores the challenge that awaits in identifying these rare events in

LSST’s stream, as this is the same paucity of data available to machine learning classifiers.

Common “contaminants” include CVs [§ A.2.4.4; Andreoni et al., 2020].

2https://roman.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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A.2.4 Variable Stars

Variable stars appear in observations consistently, or at least repeatedly. This category

contains stars spread across most of the ranges of mass and life stage. Their variability can

be caused by many things. Here I list some common causes and describe an example of each.

A.2.4.1 Pulsations - Cepheids. Cepheids are stars between ∼ 4 − 12 M⊙ that are

burning helium (§ A.2.2) and have surface temperatures near a boundary where opacity

changes, causing cycles of expansion and contraction with a well-defined period-luminosity

relationship [Pols, 2011]. This relationship allows estimation of the absolute (rather than

apparent) luminosity which can be used to determine the (luminosity) distance. They are in

a giant or supergiant phase and are therefore bright and can be seen from larger distances.

Thus, Cepheids are used to map the expansion history of the local Universe and anchor the

Type Ia SNe measurements that extend the “distance ladder” [LSST Science Collaboration

et al., 2009].

A.2.4.2 Eclipsing - Binary systems viewed nearly edge-on. Stars in binaries

(§ A.2.1) will be seen to eclipse each other when our line of sight is nearly edge-on to their

orbital plane. This will enable direct measure of their component masses and radii, and

by extension, accurate luminosities and distances. These provide stringent test cases when

compared to models.

A.2.4.3 Magnetic activity - Flare stars. Flares are an explosion in the stellar at-

mosphere and are triggered by magnetic field lines when they rearrange suddenly. Many

stars flare, including our sun, but the phenomenon is more common in very low mass stars

(§ A.2.2.1), likely because they are dominated by convection which stresses the magnetic

fields [Allred et al., 2015, Dzombeta and Percy, 2019]. These stars are numerous and very

faint, thus LSST will detect many more than previous surveys [see LSST Science Collabora-

tion et al., 2009, for an overview, including details about the statements that follow]. Their

large numbers may be used to infer the star formation history of the Milky Way disk. A
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flare can increase the stellar luminosity by 100 times or more [Allred et al., 2015], and since

they are also the most numerous stars likely to host planets, understanding the irradiation

impact is important to astrobiology. However, they can masquerade as transients and will

contribute to the foreground fog3 in searches for electromagnetic counterparts of gravita-

tional waves. This can happen (in part) because the star may be too faint to be detected in

quiescence; the brightness rises and falls within a few days, so that a given flare is likely to

be captured by LSST only once or maybe twice, and other times missed altogether.

A.2.4.4 Accretion from a companion - Cataclysmic variables. Cataclysmic vari-

ables (CVs) are binary systems (§ A.2.1) composed of a white dwarf (§ A.2.2) accreting

matter from a companion which is usually nearing or in its giant phase [for a review, see

Warner, 1995, Zorotovic and Schreiber, 2019, Chomiuk et al., 2021]. They are among the

most diverse and intriguing classes of variable stars. They are also very common, a result

of the twin facts that most stars are in binaries and the most common endpoint of a single

star is a white dwarf. However we don’t see them as often as we think we should, and this

is particularly true at the faint end, where LSST will excel.

They exhibit a very wide range of behavior due to accretion and a range of magnetic

field strengths. If the recipient has an appreciable magnetic field, the accreting material will

follow the field lines and impact the poles. The process can produce cyclotron emission and

make them look red. If magnetic fields are weak, the material leaving the donor star will

stream into a disk with the inner edge accreting onto the recipient. Accretion disks with high

and low mass transfer rates are relatively stable, but accretion rates change over time. High

rates tend to cause high luminosities and blue colors, and they are prone to frequent but non-

periodic flickering. Intermediate mass transfer rates onto a disk are thermally unstable, due

to opacity peaking near 104 K [Warner, 1995], and result in outbursting on the accretion disk.

These are called dwarf novae and they repeat on timescales of tens of days. The brightest

events produced by CVs are novae, which occur when the layer of hydrogen accreted onto

the surface of the white dwarf reaches a critical mass, undergoes thermonuclear runaway,

3“Foreground fog” is composed of nearby (and usually very common) objects that can look similar to
more distant and rare extragalactic events, and thus contribute contamination and confusion in searches for
the latter.
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and erupts. This is likely to reoccur on the order of thousands of years, but a few have been

observed to do so within a few hundred years. It is currently unclear whether the eruption

tends to expel all of the accreted matter. If it does not, the white dwarf can grow over time

and eventually cross the Chandrasekhar limit. Thus CVs may be elusive progenitors of Type

Ia supernovae (§ A.2.2.4).
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APPENDIX B

ALERT BROKERS: COMMON SERVICES

Astronomical alert brokers are quickly becoming more common, driven in large part by

the outsize need anticipated for LSST, but they have existed in a similar form for more than

a decade [see Narayan et al., 2018, for a review]. By 2009, the prototype Skyalert [Williams

et al., 2009] was being built with the following functions and features, which still describe

brokers today1:

Pipeline features:

Generality - ability to ingest and redistribute multiple alert streams from different surveys

through a single framework.

Aggregation - identification and retrieval of additional data from various catalogs, surveys,

and/or facilities that is related to an individual alert. This is often obtained by performing

a spatial cross match with a catalog at the position of the alert’s source. This can bring in

information that is extremely valuable for interpreting, and taking action on, the alert such

as observations in different wavelength regimes, spectra, and prior characterizations (e.g.,

of variability) and/or classifications. Possible host galaxies are also identified in this way

and can bring in useful environmental information (such as star formation history and the

source’s projected location in the galaxy) and perhaps the most valuable bit of information,

a redshift. Redshifts are used for accurate distance estimates, which can be used to break

degeneracies and clearly discriminate the foreground fog (e.g., flare stars) from more distant

1I have rearranged and restated the original descriptions to more closely reflect the present-day models
and terminology.
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transients.

Computation of new features (e.g., periodicity) and/or classifications for an alert. To-

day this usually includes machine learning classifiers and is often done hierarchically, e.g.,

first separate transients from variable stars, then send the transients through a supernova

classifier.

Annotation, publication, and storage - the original alert is combined with the aggregated

and computed data, pushed to subscribers, and stored in a database & file storage for later

access.

Data access services:

Website - most commonly includes a “portfolio” page for each object/event that displays

the light curves, images, other alert data and all related information the broker has collected

and/or calculated. Today, broker websites are primary access channels for alert data and

usually offer services like watchlists, pages presenting groups of similarly classified objects,

and cone searches & other queries on the broker’s database. Additionally, users may be able

to contribute their own comments and data.

Subscriptions - users register at a website and receive access to real time alerts, usually

with some option to create custom filters. Alerts may be delivered in a variety of ways. I find

it useful to distinguish two basic categories: notifications and streams (though in practice

they don’t always separate this cleanly). Notifications are intended to alert humans and

may be sent via tools like email, text, and (more recently) Slack. Recipients may act on

notifications by, e.g., visiting the broker’s website to view the data and/or querying and

downloading it through an API. Streams are intended to trigger automated processing and

tend to have much higher throughput (alert rate). ZTF, LSST, and most of their community

alert brokers use Apache Kafka to deliver message streams, while Pitt-Google uses Google

Pub/Sub. Historically, it has been more common for researchers to receive and act on

notifications, but this is becoming increasingly challenging as alert rates grow. LSST will

necessitate another great leap forward in the automation of analysis and decision making,

and community interest in processing streams appears to be growing. Pitt-Google’s use of

Pub/Sub turns out to have important consequences here, discussed throughout § 3.

API access to catalogs, streams, and file storage is very commonly provided today (and
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appears to have been offered in some form by Skyalert, though the specific term was not

used).

Follow-up services:

These services can take a variety of forms, but the motivation is to connect scientists with

the facilities/telescopes that perform follow-up observations upon request. One commonly

used option is to integrate with tools or services which have been purpose-built for this task

by others in the community. For example, brokers often develop a plugin for the TOM

Toolkit [Street et al., 2018], which is a software framework for researchers to aggregate and

analyze data and connect with follow-up facilities, all using a web front-end or GUI. Broker

services may include the ability to automatically trigger a follow-up request on events that

pass a filter.
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APPENDIX C

BAYESIAN NETWORKS

LSST’s unprecedented reach has exciting implications for new discoveries of stellar vari-

ability at faint limiting magnitudes and exotic events in the luminosity gap between novae

and supernovae. Many of these were discussed in § A.2. A lack of sufficient training data

for machine learning (ML) classifiers, due to lack of previous observations in the space,

will present challenges for early science. This will be compounded by sparse light curve data

scattered across filters. Environmental information (e.g., host galaxy redshift, star formation

rate, etc.) will be crucial but also subject to considerable uncertainty. Cross matches will

be complicated by crowded fields and the possibility that the true match was not previously

cataloged. Expert domain knowledge will be particularly important in bridging these gaps,

but the enormous data rates will require it to be applied algorithmically like never before.

I have proposed to apply Bayesian networks to these problems, as they provide a powerful

and natural framework for programmatically applying reasoning, learning from the available

data, and making interpretable predictions. Bayesian networks are probabilistic graphical

models of the relationships between observable and/or latent variables. I developed prototype

Bayesian networks for both large-scale classification of the alert stream and targeted searches

for exotic transients. In each case, the observables include both light curve information and

contextual information, for example, offsets from likely host galaxies or local star formation

rates. The object’s true class is a latent variable, and some of my proposed networks included

the true redshift as a latent variable as well. The true class is then predicted by applying

Bayesian statistics, and various solution methods exist.
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As a broker, we can have the opportunity to consider classification of the alert stream

at-large, and we also have access to a wealth of information about individual objects in the

stream. In pursuit of these classifications, I developed the framework for a Bayesian network

meta-classifier. The idea was to combine and augment the results of several more specialized

classifiers that were (and are) being developed by various groups in the community who are

searching for supernovae, different types of variable stars, etc. These classifiers typically

consider the object’s light curves, or statistics derived from it, and possibly the redshift

of a likely host galaxy. They do not typically consider other contextual information that

will be available to the broker, such as the object’s offset from the likely host galaxy, the

local star formation rate, or even the total number and types of nearby galaxies that are

potential hosts (recall the crowding will becoming more prevalent in LSST data). This type

of information can be extremely valuable in differentiating, for example, a common CV from

a rare kilonova (see § A.2), and is often used by humans determining whether to pursue

specific objects with valuable time on follow-up telescopes. The Bayesian meta-classifier

would provide a programatic way to consider all of the information available and apply

human-like reasoning at LSST scale, through the use of prior probabilities and Bayesian

statistics.

I also proposed Bayesian networks that would perform targeted searches for specific types

of objects. For these, I started with much simpler network designs. For example, I proposed

a search for the peculiar calcium-rich gap transients using a “naive Bayes” network structure.

This network’s observables included the host galaxy offset [since those of known calcium-rich

transients have notably large offsets, De et al., 2020], a rise-time light curve statistic, and

a redshift estimate. This is similar to Djorgovski et al. [2014] who found Bayesian networks

to be an excellent method for incorporating spatial contextual data (e.g., host offset) and

showed encouraging results using a small number of input variables.
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	1. Mass-luminosity relation of 190 stars. These stars are all in binaries or triples, which allows their parameters to be well-measured. For most of the mass range, the slope is well-approximated with L M3.5, but it becomes noticeably shallower at both ends, and there is a kink around 10  M. This is mostly due to changes in opacity as a function of temperature. The scatter within segments of constant slope is caused primarily by age and metallicity. Open circles represent giant stars, which have recently evolved off the MS (see §  A.2.2). Note that the mass range is biased because of the difficulty detecting both low mass stars, which are very faint, and very high mass stars, which live very short lives. Low mass stars dominate the Universe, both because the ZAMS mass distributions of star clusters are heavily weighted toward the low mass end and because these stars live much longer. Reproduced from 2010AARv..18...67T.
	2. 1.0  M profiles for NoDM (grey) and B = 106 (dark blue) models. Each set of 3 panels shows stellar profiles of the stars at different evolutionary phases indicated by the fraction of hydrogen in the center, Xc, which decreases as the star evolves (ZAMS is "zero-age main sequence"). The profiles in each panel are: 1) nuc, the nuclear burning rate in [erg/g/s]; 2) DM, the rate at which DM transports energy (negative values indicate that energy is being removed), also in [erg/g/s]; 3) log(T/K), log10 of the temperature in [K]. ADM energy transport decreases the temperature and burning rate in the center and increases them in a shell at m(<r) 0.1  M. 
	3. Same as Figure 2 for 3.5  M models, except that the 3rd panel in each set shows log(D), where D is the diffusion coefficient for convective mixing in [cm2/s]. In the NoDM model the convective core retreats toward the center over time, and the burning rate peaks at the center until the end of the main sequence when the burning rate drops dramatically and a shell of strong burning appears suddenly. In the B = 106 model, convection at the very center shuts off relatively early in the MS and a convective shell retreats away from the center over time. The peak burning rate shifts gradually outward, following the inner edge of the convective shell. The B = 106 model reaches the Xc evolutionary markers at younger ages, relative to the NoDM model, since convection cannot replenish the fuel at the center. 
	4. Changes in MS lifetimes, relative to a star of the same mass with no dark matter, seen in our simulations. Diamonds mark the transition from radiative to convective cores (left to right). For the purposes of this figure this is defined as the lowest M for which the average (over the MS) mass of the convective core is greater than 0.01 Mstar. Stars to the right of the NoDM marker (grey diamond) have decreased lifetimes due to a reduction in the size of the convective core, which reduces the amount of hydrogen available for burning. The effect abruptly disappears as stellar lifetimes become shorter than the time required to build up a sufficient amount of ADM. Stars to the left of this marker show mixed behavior due to the competing effects of decreased central burning rates and higher temperatures around m(<r) 0.1  M which give the star access to more fuel. In addition to these trends, there are several abrupt dips (e.g., at 2.4  M) and spikes (e.g., at 2.55  M). This is due to rotational mixing that turns on part-way through the MS and funnels fresh hydrogen fuel to the center, which increases the lifetimes (spikes). The dips result when the NoDM model exhibits this feature, but the ADM model of the same mass does not. 
	5. Stellar evolution tracks, from ZAMS to core helium depletion (Yc=10-3), of select masses with B = 104 (left) and B = 106 (right). Tracks of NoDM models of the same mass are overplotted with a higher transparency. The chosen masses highlight some of the most dramatic changes seen in Figure 4. Triangles mark the location where stars leave the MS, which we define here as core hydrogen depletion below Xc=10-3. The location of the ZAMS and core hydrogen depletion for NoDM models are plotted as dotted and solid black lines respectively. The spike in the Xc, NoDM < 10-3 line near the 2.5  M track is due to rotational mixing in the 2.4  M model, which is discussed in § 2.4.3. The main effect of ADM on a star's surface properties is to move the star through roughly the same sequence of events at a faster or slower pace, causing the offset of the Xc=10-3 milestone relative to NoDM. High mass stars with sufficient ADM skip the convective hook because ADM shuts off convection in the core. These stars transition into shell burning, and therefore the sub-giant branch, more smoothly, similar to low mass stars. 
	6. Same as Figure 5, except that here we plot effective temperature as a function of stellar age. The sub-giant branch phase in a star's evolution is seen here as a sharp drop in Teff, and is a result of structural changes in the star that are triggered by large reductions in the core burning rate due to hydrogen depletion at the end of the MS. The duration of the transition period between the MS and the sub-giant branch is seen here as the temporal difference between the locations of Xc = 10-3 (triangles) and the drop in Teff. ADM alters the duration of the transition period, tending to increase it in high mass stars and decrease it in low mass stars. This is opposite of ADM's effect on MS lifetimes. The net effect is that the feature in Teff always occurs either concurrently or earlier in the ADM model than in its NoDM counterpart. 
	7. Isochrones for B = 104 (left) and B = 106 (right) models, marked by circles, with NoDM models overplotted at higher transparency and marked by crosses. The data points are interpolated from the stellar tracks to a common set of times (isochrone ages). We connect the interpolated data points of a single isochrone with straight lines to guide the eye. The lowest data point on every isochrone is a 0.9  M star. As stars leave the main sequence they evolve rapidly, and therefore subsequent phases are less well sampled due to the mass resolution. Isochrone ages have been chosen to maximize the sampling around the MS turnoff and sub-giant branch, and are not the same in each panel. We do not show the giant branches because we do not have enough data points there to be representative. The MS turnoff of isochrones around 1 Gyr happens at a higher effective temperature and a lower luminosity and skips the convective hook. This happens in a wider range of ages in populations that live in richer ADM environments (right panel). The oldest isochrones contain only low mass stars, and the ADM and NoDM populations look very similar except that populations in high B environments appear slightly older due to their decreased luminosity and temperature. 
	8. Effective temperature of the main-sequence-turnoff star, defined here as the hottest MS star, at a given age. We show only the NoDM, B = 104, and B = 106 models to allow the reader to see them more clearly. The MS turnoff temperature of the B = 104 models starts to become hotter than in the NoDM isochrones at 0.7 Gyr when stars of 2  M begin leaving the MS, while those of the B = 106 models become hotter at 0.1 Gyr when stars of 3.5  M begin leaving the MS. As we move to older isochrones the effect is reversed, and ADM models have lower effective temperatures at the turnoff. The lines terminate when there are no more stars on the main sequence (the lowest mass in our set of models is 0.9  M). For the purposes of this figure, we exclude stars in the convective hook because this feature is not well-resolved in our isochrones (see Fig. 7). 
	9. Isochrones generated by the MIST code for NoDM (grey) and B = 106 (dark blue) populations. The lowest mass star in both isochrones has M= 2.25  M (the interpolation was not successful for lower masses), and we show data through core helium depletion (Yc = 10-3) which corresponds to M= 3.2  M in both cases. The B = 106 isochrone skips the convective hook and crosses the sub-giant branch at a lower luminosity, consistent with Figure 7. Additionally, the tip of its red giant branch occurs at a lower luminosity, a trend which appears in most of the B = 106 MIST isochrones.
	10. Pitt-Google broker software as of May 2022. Nodes shaded yellow are data resources with public access rights. The resource names are given in the text. Each module is deployed independently to the indicated compute service, shaded red. Conceptual groupings are outlined and labeled in grey. Modules running on Compute Engine each run on a single VM with specs given in the text. Modules running on Cloud Functions are triggered automatically by messages published to their input stream. Black arrows indicate data flow through the main pipelines and grey is through peripheral modules. 
	11. Consumer performance ingesting the ZTF alert stream on a typical night (top panel) and at high incoming rates (bottom panel, explained further in the text). The y-axis is the time elapsed between alert creation by ZTF and the consumer's publish timestamp. The black line is the median latency and is labeled on the right. The marginal histogram at the top of each panel is binned to show the per-minute rate of alerts published by the consumer. Typical latencies are about 0.3 seconds regardless of the incoming rate. The latencies on 1 April 2022 were due to the delay in connecting to the Kafka stream. This panel's marginal histogram shows that the consumer published alerts at LSST-like rates. 
	12. Same as Fig. 11 but for the Cloud Storage module. The y-axis is the difference between publish times of the input and output streams. This is the same as the previous figure but labeled differently to reflect that the delay is now entirely internal and due to the module's message delivery and compute time. Median processing times are about 0.6 seconds and are essentially unaffected by the incoming rate (which is given in the top marginal histograms of Fig. 11). 
	13. Same as Fig. 12 but for the BigQuery module. At typical ZTF rates the performance is similar to the Cloud Storage module. However, at higher incoming alert rates a Google Cloud limit on the rate of BigQuery API requests is exceeded. This results in Google throttling requests and the module is prevented from completing for a period of time. Once the wait period is over the module successfully processes a relatively small number of alerts before exceeding the limit again. This cycle causes the pattern seen in the figure. The limit does not apply to streaming inserts directly and the broker code can be updated to avoid the offending request and bypass the limit. 
	14. Same as Fig. 12 but for the SuperNNova module. The total number of processed alerts is lower because this module only classifies those that are likely extragalactic transients. At incoming rates typical of ZTF, performance is similar to previous modules. At higher incoming rates (bottom panel) the processing times are longer because this module sends its results to BigQuery, and so it experiences similar issues as seen in Fig. 13. 
	15. Diagram of the envisioned process by which researchers could hook into Pitt-Google's alert streams and catalogs and use them to hunt for electromagnetic counterparts of gravitational waves, both forward and backward in time. The user module (gold) on the left listens to the GW stream, choses an interesting event, then does the following: deploy the module on the right (injecting the GW data), query historical LSST data (all the way up to the given moment), analyze it, and send results to a user-owned Pub/Sub topic. The module on the right listens to the LSST live stream, analyzes it, and sends results to the same topic. 
	16. Pitt-Google's total charges incurred on Google Cloud in 2021, by month and service. This is a screenshot of our billing page and includes all GCP projects, services, and SKUs associated with our billing account. The work represented here includes running and storing the full ZTF alert stream plus all development and testing. The total cost was $6154.87, and was offset 100% by Google Cloud research credits. The BigQuery charge in September is mostly due to a two-day test of a cross-match module, which queried a BigQuery table for every alert. Our transition from Dataflow to Cloud Functions can be seen in their respective trends, as well as the overall cost difference between the two. 
	17. Gaia isochrones of 32 well-measured star clusters, colored by age. The evolution of several distinctive and useful features can be seen including the slope of the MS, the location of the MS turnoff, and the tip of the red giant branch. Credit: Gaia Collaboration et al., A&A, 616, A10 6, 2018, reproduced with permission © ESO. 
	18. Gaia isochrone of the M67 cluster overlaid with a model generated by PARSEC 2017ApJ...835...77M for comparison. The model reproduces the MS slope and turnoff location reasonably well. Note that the MS is well-populated underneath the line representing the model; the scatter above the line is caused by the combined light of stars in unresolved binaries. The MS turnoff mass is about 1.28  M 2012AA...541A..41M, right near the boundary where cores become convective. The discrepancy in the hook features likely indicates that the model's treatment of overshooting (discussed in § 1.1.1) needs better calibration, as the quality of Gaia's data places the feature very precisely 2018AA...616A..10G. Credit: Gaia Collaboration et al., A&A, 616, A10 15, 2018, reproduced with permission © ESO. 
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